Child and Adolescent School Variables
I. BASIC IDENTIFIERS
   A. BIRTHDATE
      FDHACQ01 M11 C'S AGE
      FDHACQ05 M12 AGE OF C LAST BIRTHDAY
   B. SEX
      FDHSCQ01 M11 C'S SEX
      SSCQ0131 SEX
      FDHSCQ05 M12 SEX OF C
      SSCQ0136 SEX OF TEENAGER
   C. STUDENT NUMBER
   D. PUPIL CODE
      SSCQ0011 C'S BOARD OF EDUCATION NUMBER
      SSCQ0021 C'S ORIGINAL PUPIL CODE
      SSCQ0031 C'S CASE NUMBER
      SSCQ0024 C'S ORIGINAL PUPIL CODE
      SSCQ0074 STUDENT NUMBER AVAILABILITY
      SSCQ0019 CASE NUMBER USED BY ISR IN 10 YEAR FOLLOW-UP
   E. BIRTHPLACE
      CBQQQ15 M12 C BORN IN CHICAGO OR ELSEWHERE
   F. RACE
      SSCQ0121 RACE
   G. FOLLOW-UP STATUS
      SSSID156 INDEX FOR BDED STATUS
      SSCQ0055 HAS M12
      SSCQ0056 HFHW SESSION NUMBER
      SSCQ0066 HAS HFHW
II. COMMUNITY - ECOLOGY
   A. 1960 CENSUS DATA
   B. 1970 CENSUS DATA
III. SOCIAL FIELDS
   A. PARENTAL FAMILY
1. DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS
   a. COMPOSITION OF HOUSEHOLD (ADULTS)
      FDTFTQQ1 MI1 FAMILY TYPE ✓
      FDTFTQQ5 MI2 FAMILY TYPE ✓
      FDTFTQQ3 MI1 FAMILY CONSTELLATION RECODED
      FDTMQQQ3 MI1 M PRESENT IN HOUSEHOLD
      FDTFOQQ3 MI1 FATHER PRESENT IN HOUSEHOLD
      FDTMQQ11 MI1 M IS NATURAL MOTHER, STEPM, &C
      FDTGMQQ3 MI1 GRANDMOTHER PRESENT IN HOUSEHOLD
      FDAAQQQ3 MI1 AUNT PRESENT IN HOUSEHOLD
      FDTSTFQQ3 MI1 STEPFATHER PRESENT IN HOUSEHOLD
      FDTGFOQQ3 MI1 GRANDFATHER PRESENT IN HOUSEHOLD
      FDTUQQQ3 MI1 UNCLE PRESENT IN HOUSEHOLD
      FDSQQQQ3 MI1 SISTER PRESENT IN HOUSEHOLD>18
      FDTFROQQ3 MI1 OTHER FEMALE RELAT PRESENT IN HOUSEHOLD
      FDSBRQQQ3 MI1 BROTHER PRESENT IN HOUSEHOLD>18
      FDTMRQQ3 MI1 OTHER MALE RELAT PRESENT IN HOUSEHOLD
      FDTFQQQ3 MI1 FEMALE COUSIN PRESENT IN HOUSEHOLD>18
      FDTMQQQ3 MI1 MALE COUSIN PRESENT IN HOUSEHOLD
      FDTSMQQ3 MI1 STEPMOTHER PRESENT IN HOUSEHOLD>18
      FDTMQQQ5 MI2 M PRESENT IN HOUSEHOLD
      FDTFQQQ5 MI2 FATHER PRESENT IN HOUSEHOLD
      FDTGMRQQ5 MI2 GRANDMOTHER PRESENT IN HOUSEHOLD
      FDATQQQ5 MI2 AUNT PRESENT IN HOUSEHOLD
      FDTSRQQ5 MI2 STEPFATHER PRESENT IN HOUSEHOLD
      FDTGFOQQ5 MI2 GRANDFATHER PRESENT IN HOUSEHOLD
      FDTUQQQ5 MI2 UNCLE PRESENT IN HOUSEHOLD
      FDSZZQQ5 MI2 SISTER PRESENT IN HOUSEHOLD
      FDTFQROQQ5 MI2 OTHER FEMALE RELAT PRESENT IN HOUSEHOLD
      FDSBRQQQ5 MI2 BROTHER PRESENT IN HOUSEHOLD
      FDTMRQQ5 MI2 OTHER MALE RELAT PRESENT IN HOUSEHOLD
FDTCQ005 MI2 FEMALE COUSIN PRESENT IN HOUSEHOLD
FDTCQ005 MI2 MALE COUSIN PRESENT IN HOUSEHOLD
FDTSQ005 MI2 STEPMOTHER PRESENT IN HOUSEHOLD
FDAMQ025 MI2 RESPONDENT IN HOUSEHOLD
FDAPQ005 MI2 FATHER, STEPFATHER IN HOME
FDAMQ005 MI2 RESPONDENT IN HOUSEHOLD
FDAPQ015 MI2 4TH PRESENT IN HOME
FDAPQ025 MI2 5TH PRESENT IN HOME
FDAPQ035 MI2 6TH PRESENT IN HOME
FDAPQ045 MI2 7TH PRESENT IN HOME
FDAPQ055 MI2 8TH PRESENT IN HOME
FDAPQ065 MI2 9TH PRESENT IN HOME
FDAPQ075 MI2 10TH PRESENT IN HOME
FDAPQ085 MI2 11TH PRESENT IN HOME
FDAPQ095 MI2 12TH PRESENT IN HOME
FDAPQ105 MI2 13TH PRESENT IN HOME
FDAPQ115 MI2 14TH PRESENT IN HOME

b. SIZE, INCLUDING SIB-SHIP
FDTSQ003 MI1 NM YOUNGER BROTHERS, HALF-BROTHERS IN HOME
FDSSQ003 MI1 NM HALF-SIBLINGS IN HOME
FDTSQ003 MI1 NM OLDER BROTHERS, HALF-BROTHERS IN HOME
FDSSQ003 MI1 NM OLDER SISTERS, HALF-SISTERS IN HOME
FDTSQ003 MI1 NM SIBLINGS, HALF-SIBLINGS, INCL C, IN HOME
FDSSQ003 MI1 NM YOUNGER SISTERS, HALF-SISTERS IN HOME
FDTCQ003 MI1 NM OTHER CHILDREN UNDER 19 IN HOME
FDTAQ003 MI1 NM ADULTS IN HOUSEHOLD
FDTAQ005 MI2 NM ADULTS IN HOUSEHOLD
FDTCQ003 MI1 NM CHILDREN UNDER 19 IN HOME
FDTFQ003 MI1 NM FEMALE NON-RELATS IN HOUSEHOLD
FDTMQ013 MI1 NM PEOPLE IN HOUSEHOLD
FDTMQ023 MI1 NM MALE NON-RELATS IN HOUSEHOLD
c. SIBLINGS
FDSSSQ03 MI1 AGE OF OLDEST SIBLING IN HOME
FDLSQQ03 MI1 AGE OF YOUNGEST SIBLING IN HOME

d. AGE OF HOUSEHOLD MEMBERS
FDHAFQ01 MI1 FATHER'S AGE
FDHAMQ01 MI1 M'S AGE ←
FDHA0011 MI1 AGE OF 4TH PERSON IN HOUSEHOLD
FDHA0021 MI1 AGE OF 5TH PERSON
FDHA0031 MI1 AGE OF 6TH PERSON
FDHA0041 MI1 AGE OF 7TH PERSON
FDHA0051 MI1 AGE OF 8TH PERSON
FDHA0061 MI1 AGE OF 9TH PERSON
FDHA0071 MI1 AGE OF 10TH PERSON
FDHA0081 MI1 AGE OF 11TH PERSON
FDHA0091 MI1 AGE OF 12TH PERSON
FDHA0101 MI1 AGE OF 13TH PERSON
FDHAFQ05 MI2 AGE OF FATHER OR STEPFATHER LAST BIRTHDAY
FDHAMQ05 MI2 RESPONDENT'S AGE LAST BIRTHDAY
FDHA0015 MI2 AGE OF 3RD LAST BIRTHDAY
FDHA0025 MI2 AGE OF 4TH LAST BIRTHDAY
FDHA0035 MI2 AGE OF 5TH LAST BIRTHDAY
FDHA0045 MI2 AGE OF 6TH LAST BIRTHDAY
FDHA0055 MI2 AGE OF 7TH LAST BIRTHDAY
FDHA0065 MI2 AGE OF 8TH LAST BIRTHDAY
FDHA0075 MI2 AGE OF 9TH LAST BIRTHDAY
FDHA0085 MI2 AGE OF 10TH LAST BIRTHDAY
FDHA0095 MI2 AGE OF 11TH LAST BIRTHDAY
FDHA0105 MI2 AGE OF 12TH LAST BIRTHDAY
FDHA0115 MI2 AGE OF 13TH LAST BIRTHDAY

e. SEX COMPOSITION OF HOUSEHOLD
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FDHSFQQ1</td>
<td>MI1 SEX OF FATHER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDHSMQQ1</td>
<td>MI1 SEX OF M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDHS0011</td>
<td>MI1 SEX OF 4TH PERSON IN HOUSEHOLD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDHS0021</td>
<td>MI1 SEX OF 5TH PERSON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDHS0031</td>
<td>MI1 SEX OF 6TH PERSON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDHS0041</td>
<td>MI1 SEX OF 7TH PERSON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDHS0051</td>
<td>MI1 SEX OF 8TH PERSON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDHS0061</td>
<td>MI1 SEX OF 9TH PERSON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDHS0071</td>
<td>MI1 SEX OF 10TH PERSON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDHS0081</td>
<td>MI1 SEX OF 11TH PERSON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDHS0091</td>
<td>MI1 SEX OF 12TH PERSON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDHS0101</td>
<td>MI1 SEX OF 13TH PERSON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDHSFQQ2</td>
<td>MI2 SEX OF FATHER OR STEPFATHER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDHSMQQ2</td>
<td>MI2 SEX OF RESPONDENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDHS0015</td>
<td>MI2 SEX OF 3RD PERSON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDHS0025</td>
<td>MI2 SEX OF 4TH PERSON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDHS0035</td>
<td>MI2 SEX OF 5TH PERSON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDHS0045</td>
<td>MI2 SEX OF 6TH PERSON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDHS0055</td>
<td>MI2 SEX OF 7TH PERSON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDHS0065</td>
<td>MI2 SEX OF 8TH PERSON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDHS0075</td>
<td>MI2 SEX OF 9TH PERSON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDHS0085</td>
<td>MI2 SEX OF 10TH PERSON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDHS0095</td>
<td>MI2 SEX OF 11TH PERSON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDHS0105</td>
<td>MI2 SEX OF 12TH PERSON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDTRC035</td>
<td>MI2 RELATIONSHIP TO C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDTRC015</td>
<td>MI2 RELATIONSHIP TO C OF 3RD PERSON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDTRC025</td>
<td>MI2 RELATIONSHIP TO C OF 4TH PERSON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDTRC035</td>
<td>MI2 RELATIONSHIP TO C OF 5TH PERSON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDTRC045</td>
<td>MI2 RELATIONSHIP TO C OF 6TH PERSON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDTRC055</td>
<td>MI2 RELATIONSHIP TO C OF 7TH PERSON</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FDTRC065 MI2 RELATIONSHIP TO C OF 8TH PERSON
FDTRC075 MI2 RELATIONSHIP TO C OF 9TH PERSON
FDTRC085 MI2 RELATIONSHIP TO C OF 10TH PERSON
FDTRC095 MI2 RELATIONSHIP TO C OF 11TH PERSON
FDTRC105 MI2 RELATIONSHIP TO C OF 12TH PERSON
FDTRC115 MI2 RELATIONSHIP TO C OF 13TH PERSON
FDTRP015 MI2 RELATIVE ON WHICH PARENT'S SIDE
FDTRP025 MI2 RELATIVE ON WHICH PARENT'S SIDE
FDTRP035 MI2 RELATIVE ON WHICH PARENT'S SIDE
FDTRP045 MI2 3RD IS RELATIVE ON WHICH PARENT'S SIDE
FDTRP055 MI2 4TH IS RELATIVE ON WHICH PARENT'S SIDE
FDTRP065 MI2 5TH IS RELATIVE ON WHICH PARENT'S SIDE
FDTRP075 MI2 6TH IS RELATIVE ON WHICH PARENT'S SIDE
FDTRP085 MI2 7TH IS RELATIVE ON WHICH PARENT'S SIDE
FDTRP095 MI2 8TH IS RELATIVE ON WHICH PARENT'S SIDE
FDTRP105 MI2 9TH IS RELATIVE ON WHICH PARENT'S SIDE
FDTRP115 MI2 10TH IS RELATIVE ON WHICH PARENT'S SIDE
FDTRP125 MI2 11TH IS RELATIVE ON WHICH PARENT'S SIDE
FDTRP135 MI2 12TH IS RELATIVE ON WHICH PARENT'S SIDE
FDTRP145 MI2 13TH IS RELATIVE ON WHICH PARENT'S SIDE

g. EDUCATIONAL STATUS OF HOUSEHOLD MEMBERS
FDEFQQ01 MI1 NM YEARS SCH FATHER COMPLETED
FDEMQQ01 MI1 NM YEARS SCH M COMPLETED
FDACGQ05 MI2 C'S GRADE LEVEL
FDACLQ05 MI2 C NOT IN SCH:LAST GR LEVEL COMPLETED
FDACS015 MI2 C IN PUBLIC,PRIVATE,PAROCHIAL SCH
FDACS025 MI2 NAME OF C'S SCHOOL
FDAFQ005 MI2 F IN SCH:WHAT GRADE LEVEL
FDALQQ05 MI2 F NOT IN SCH:LAST GRADE LEVEL COMPLETED
FDFSQQ05 MI2 F IN PUBLIC,PRIVATE,PAROCHIAL SCH
FDAMGQ05 MI2 R IN SCH:WHAT GRADE LEVEL
| FDAMLQ05 MI2 R NOT IN SCH:LAST GR LEVEL COMPLETED |
| FDAMSQ05 MI2 R IN PUBLIC,PRIVATE,PAROCHIAL SCH |
| FDAO0GO15 MI2 4TH IN SCH:WHAT GRade LEVEL |
| FDAO0GO25 MI2 5TH IN SCH:WHAT GR LEVEL |
| FDAO0GO35 MI2 6TH IN SCH:WHAT GR LEVEL |
| FDAO0GO45 MI2 7TH IN SCH:WHAT GR LEVEL |
| FDAO0GO55 MI2 8TH IN SCH:WHAT GR LEVEL |
| FDAO0GO65 MI2 9TH IN SCH:WHAT GR LEVEL |
| FDAO0GO75 MI2 10TH IN SCH:WHAT GR LEVEL |
| FDAO0GO85 MI2 11TH IN SCH:WHAT GR LEVEL |
| FDAO0GO95 MI2 12TH IN SCH:WHAT GR LEVEL |
| FDAO0G105 MI2 13TH IN SCH:WHAT GR LEVEL |
| FDAO0G115 MI2 14TH IN SCH:WHAT GR LEVEL |
| FDAO0LQ05 MI2 4TH NOT IN SCH:LAST GR LEVEL COMPLETED |
| FDAO0LQ25 MI2 5TH NOT IN SCH:LAST GR LEVEL COMPLETED |
| FDAO0LQ35 MI2 6TH NOT IN SCH:LAST GR LEVEL COMPLETED |
| FDAO0LQ45 MI2 7TH NOT IN SCH:LAST GR LEVEL COMPLETED |
| FDAO0LQ55 MI2 8TH NOT IN SCH:LAST GR LEVEL COMPLETED |
| FDAO0LQ65 MI2 9TH NOT IN SCH:LAST GR LEVEL COMPLETED |
| FDAO0LQ75 MI2 10TH NOT IN SCH:LAST GR LEVEL COMPLETED |
| FDAO0LQ85 MI2 11TH NOT IN SCH:LAST GR COMPLETED |
| FDAO0LQ95 MI2 12TH NOT IN SCH:LAST GR LEVEL COMPLETED |
| FDAO105 MI2 13TH NOT IN SCH:LAST GR LEVEL COMPLETED |
| FDAO115 MI2 14TH NOT IN SCH:LAST GR LEVEL COMPLETED |
| FDAOS015 MI2 4TH IN PUBLIC,PRIVATE,PAROCHIAL SCH |
| FDAOS025 MI2 5TH IN PUBLIC,PRIVATE,PAROCHIAL SCH |
| FDAOS035 MI2 6TH IN PUBLIC,PRIVATE,PAROCHIAL SCH |
| FDAOS045 MI2 7TH IN PUBLIC,PRIVATE,PAROCHIAL SCH |
| FDAOS055 MI2 8TH IN PUBLIC,PRIVATE,PAROCHIAL SCH |
| FDAOS065 MI2 9TH IN PUBLIC,PRIVATE,PAROCHIAL SCH |
| FDAOS075 MI2 10TH IN PUBLIC,PRIVATE,PAROCHIAL SCH |
h. WEALTH OF FAMILY

FDWIO011 MI1 R'S MAIN SOURCE OF INCOME--1966
FDWIO021 MI1 FAMILY INCOME BEFORE TAXES--1966
FDWIO011 MI1 1966 FAMILY INCOME BEFORE TAXES
FDWIO021 MI1 NM ROOMS IN HOME
FDWIO031 MI1 MONTHLY RENT FOR APARTMENT
FDWIO041 MI1 VALUE OF HOUSE
FDWIO051 MI1 OWN OR RENT HOME
FDWIO031 MI1 1966 INCOME MORE OR LESS THAN USUAL
FDWIO011 MI1 NM SLEEP IN ROOM W/C
FDWIO021 MI1 NM SLEEP IN BED W/C
FDWIO031 MI1 C HAS SPECIAL PLACE IN HOME FOR PLAY
FDWIO051 MI1 C HAS MANY TOYS, GAMES, STUFFED ANIMALS
FDWIO041 MI1 C HAS PLACE TO KEEP OWN TOYS
FDWIO015 MI2 TOTL FAMILY INCOM PLUS ANY RELAT IN HOME
FDWIO015 MI2 SOURCE OF INCOME: WAGES
FDWIO025 MI2 SOURCE OF INCOME: BUSINESS
FDWIO035 MI2 SOURCE OF INCOME: SOCIAL SECURITY
FDWIO045 MI2 SOURCE OF INCOME: GOVMNT PENSION
FDWIO055 MI2 SOURCE OF INCOME: OLD AGE ASSTNCE
FDWIO065 MI2 SOURCE OF INCOME: ALIMONY-CHLD SPPRT
FDWIO085 MI2 SOURCE OF INCOME: AID TO DEPENDNT KIDS
FDWIO095 MI2 SOURCE OF INCOME: CASH CONTRIBUTIONS
FDWIO105 MI2 SOURCE OF INCOME: GEN WELFARE ASSTNCE
FDWIO105 MI2 SOURCE OF INCOME: OTHER
FDWIO055 MI2 OWN OR RENT HOME
FDWIO025 MI2 NM ROOMS IN HOME NOT COUNTING BATHS
FDWIO115 M12 R'S FAMLY GROWNG UP RECEIVED AID<NOT GI>
FDWWC065 M12 C HAS OWN ROOM
FDWWC075 M12 C HAS OWN BED IN SHARED ROOM
FDWWC085 M12 C SHARES BED, DOES C HAVE OWN CLOSET
FDWWC085 M12 WHERE DOES C GET SPENDING MONEY

1. WORK STATUS OF CHILD AND FAMILY MEMBERS

FDJEDO11 M11 SORT OF WORK DONE BY MAIN EARNER
FDJEDO21 M11 MAIN EARNER EMPLOYED--TIME OF INTERVIEW
FDJEDO31 M11 NM JOBS HELD BY MAIN EARNER LAST 5 YRS
FDJEQQ01 M11 WHO IS MAIN EARNER IN HOME
FDJFD011 M11 SORT OF WORK C'S FATHER DOES OR DID
FDJFD021 M11 C'S FATHER HAS OR HAD A STEADY JOB
FDJFQQ01 M11 FATHER'S MAIN ACTIVITY
FDJMD011 M11 SORT OF WORK M DOES IF NOT MAIN EARNER
FDJMD021 M11 M NOT MAIN EARNER: IS M EMPLOYED NOW
FDJMO001 M11 M'S MAIN ACTIVITY
FDJDD011 M11 OTHERS IN HOME THAN M&BMAIN EARNER: JOBS
FDAOD011 M11 MAIN ACTIVITY OF 4TH PERSON
FDAOD021 M11 MAIN ACTIVITY OF 5TH PERSON
FDAOD031 M11 MAIN ACTIVITY OF 6TH PERSON
FDAOD041 M11 MAIN ACTIVITY OF 7TH PERSON
FDAOD051 M11 MAIN ACTIVITY OF 8TH PERSON
FDAOD061 M11 MAIN ACTIVITY OF 9TH PERSON
FDAOD071 M11 MAIN ACTIVITY OF 10TH PERSON
FDAOD081 M11 MAIN ACTIVITY OF 11TH PERSON
FDAOD091 M11 MAIN ACTIVITY OF 12TH PERSON
FDAOD101 M11 MAIN ACTIVITY OF 13TH PERSON
FDACDQ05 M12 C'S MAIN OCCUPATION
FDJEQQ05 M12 WHO IS CHIEF WAGE EARNER IN HOME
FDJEQQ15 M12 OTHER IS MAIN EARNER: KIND OF BUS. INDUSTRY
FDJEQQ25 M12 OTHER MAIN EARNER: NM PLACS WORKD: LAST 5YR
FDJFQ015 MI2 HUSB'S KIND OF BUSINESS OR INDUSTRY
FDJFQ025 MI2 NM PLACES HUSB HAS WORKD LAST 5 YRS
FDACEQ05 MI2 C NOT WORKING: WHY NOT
FDAFDQ05 MI2 F'S MAIN ACTIVITY
FDAFEQ05 MI2 F NOT WORKING: WHY NOT
FDAMDQ05 MI2 RESPONDENT'S MAIN OCCUPATION
FDAME005 MI2 R NOT WORKING: WHY NOT
FDJMQ015 MI2 R UNEMPLOYED: KIND OF INDUSTRY
FDJMQ025 MI2 R UNEMPLOYED: NM PLACES WORKD LAST 5 YRS
FDJMQ035 MI2 R UNEMPLOYD: NM MNS WORKD THIS PLACE
FDJMQ045 MI2 R UNEMPLOYD: NM YRS WORKD THIS PLACE
FDJMQ055 MI2 R UNEMPLOYD: YR STARTED TO WORK STEADILY
FDJMQ065 MI2 R UNEMPLOYD: LAST YR R UNMPLD SEVRAL WKS
FDADD015 MI2 4TH'S MAIN ACTIVITY
FDADD025 MI2 5TH'S MAIN ACTIVITY
FDADD035 MI2 6TH'S MAIN ACTIVITY
FDADD045 MI2 7TH'S MAIN ACTIVITY
FDADD055 MI2 8TH'S MAIN ACTIVITY
FDADD075 MI2 10TH'S MAIN ACTIVITY
FDADD085 MI2 11TH'S MAIN ACTIVITY
FDADD095 MI2 12TH'S MAIN ACTIVITY
FDADD105 MI2 13TH'S MAIN ACTIVITY
FDADD115 MI2 14TH'S MAIN ACTIVITY
FDAGE015 MI2 4TH NOT WORKING: WHY NOT
FDAGE025 MI2 5TH NOT WORKING: WHY NOT
FDAGE035 MI2 6TH NOT WORKING: WHY NOT
FDAGE045 MI2 7TH NOT WORKING: WHY NOT
FDAGE055 MI2 8TH NOT WORKING: WHY NOT
FDAGE065 MI2 9TH NOT WORKING: WHY NOT
FDAGE075 MI2 10TH NOT WORKING: WHY NOT
FDAGE085 MI2 11TH NOT WORKING: WHY NOT
2. LIFE SPAN EVENTS
   a. MARITAL HISTORY OF HOUSEHOLD MEMBERS
      FDMOQQ1 MI1 FATHER’S MARITAL STATUS
      FDMOQ11 MI1 M’S MARITAL STATUS
      FDMOQ02 MI1 HOW MANY TIMES M HAS BEEN MARRIED
      FDMOQ01 MI1 MARITAL STATUS OF 4TH PERSON
      FDMOQ02 MI1 MARITAL STATUS OF 5TH PERSON
      FDMOQ03 MI1 MARITAL STATUS OF 6TH PERSON
      FDMOQ04 MI1 MARITAL STATUS OF 7TH PERSON
      FDMOQ05 MI1 MARITAL STATUS OF 8TH PERSON
      FDMOQ06 MI1 MARITAL STATUS OF 9TH PERSON
      FDMOQ07 MI1 MARITAL STATUS OF 10TH PERSON
      FDMOQ08 MI1 MARITAL STATUS OF 11TH PERSON
      FDMOQ09 MI1 MARITAL STATUS OF 12TH PERSON
      FDMOQ10 MI1 MARITAL STATUS OF 13TH PERSON
      FDMOQ11 MI1 C’S MARITAL STATUS
      FDMOQ12 MI1 FATHER’S OR STEPFATHER’S MARITAL STATUS
      FDMOQ15 MI2 RESPONDENT’S MARITAL STATUS
      FDMOQ16 MI2 MARITAL STATUS OF 4TH PERSON
      FDMOQ25 MI2 MARITAL STATUS OF 5TH PERSON
      FDMOQ35 MI2 MARITAL STATUS OF 6TH PERSON
      FDMOQ45 MI2 MARITAL STATUS OF 7TH PERSON
      FDMOQ55 MI2 MARITAL STATUS OF 8TH PERSON
      FDMOQ65 MI2 MARITAL STATUS OF 9TH PERSON
      FDMOQ75 MI2 MARITAL STATUS OF 10TH PERSON
      FDMOQ85 MI2 MARITAL STATUS OF 11TH PERSON
      FDMOQ95 MI2 MARITAL STATUS OF 12TH PERSON
      FDMOQ105 MI2 MARITAL STATUS OF 13TH PERSON
FDQQQ115 M12 MARITAL STATUS OF 14TH PERSON
EMQQQ015 M12 HAS R BEEN MARRIED BEFORE
EMQQQ025 M12 NM TIMES R HAS BEEN MARRIED BEFORE
EMQQQ035 M12 WHAT YEAR R MARRIED 1ST TIME
EMQQQ045 M12 WHAT YEAR R MARRIED 2ND TIME
EMQQQ055 M12 WHAT YEAR R MARRIED 3RD TIME
EMQQQ065 M12 HOW DID 1ST MARRIAGE END
EMQQQ075 M12 WHAT YEAR 1ST MARRIAGE ENDED
EMQQQ085 M12 HOW DID 2ND MARRIAGE END
EMQQQ095 M12 WHAT YEAR 2ND MARRIAGE ENDED
EMQQQ105 M12 HOW DID 3RD MARRIAGE END
EMQQQ115 M12 WHAT YEAR 3RD MARRIAGE ENDED
EMQQQ125 M12 HOW DID 4TH MARRIAGE END
EMQQQ135 M12 WHAT YEAR 4TH MARRIAGE ENDED
EFMQQ015 M12 67-75 GET MARRIED
EFMQQ035 M12 67-75 MARRIED COUPLE SEPARATED
EFMQQ045 M12 67-75 GET DIVORCED

B. CHILDBEARING HISTORY
EBMQQ011 M11 M PREGNANT AT TIME OF M11
EBFQQQ015 M12 NM CHILDREN R HAS HAD
EBFQQQ025 M12 NM OF R'S CHILDREN STILL LIVING
EBFQQQ035 M12 FEMALE R GONE THROUGH 'CHANGE OF LIFE'
EFBQQQ015 M12 67-75 BECAME PREGNANT
EFBQQQ025 M12 67-75 HAD MISCARRIAGE, STILLBIRTH
EFBQQQ045 M12 67-75 HAD A CHILD BORN
EFBQQQ055 M12 67-75 HAD AN ABORTION

C. SEPARATION FROM BIOLOGICAL PARENTS
FIAPMO11 M11 WHY IS M ABSENT FROM HOUSEHOLD
FIAPFO11 M11 FATHER DEAD OR LIVING ELSEWHERE
FIAPMO21 M11 NM OF YEARS M ABSENT FROM HOUSEHOLD
FIAPFO21 M11 NM YEARS FATHER ABSENT FROM HOUSEHOLD
FIAPMO31 MI1 WHEN DID C LAST SEE M
FIAPFO31 MI1 WHEN DID C LAST SEE FATHER
FIAPMO41 MI1 R NOT M: HOW LONG C HAS BEEN IN R'S CARE
FIAPMO51 MI1 C HAS LIVED WITH M ALL HIS LIFE
FIAPMO61 MI1 M IN HOME: NM TIMES C HAS LIVED NOT W M
ZFDTFQ03 MI1 M PRESENT IN HOUSEHOLD
ZFDTFQ03 MI1 FATHER PRESENT IN HOUSEHOLD
FDTMQ015 MI2 M IS NATURAL MOTHER, STEPM, ETC.
FDTMQ025 MI2 NATURAL M ABSENT: DECEASED OR ELSEWHERE
FDTMQ035 MI2 C'S AGE WHEN LAST LIVED W NATURAL M
FDTFQ015 MI2 IS F C'S NATURAL FATHER, STEPF, ETC.
FDTFQ025 MI2 NATURAL F DECEASED OR LIVING ELSEWHERE
FDTFQ035 MI2 C'S AGE WHEN LAST LIVED W NATURAL F
FDTFQ015 MI2 R IS MALE RELAT: WHAT RELATION TO C
FDTFQ025 MI2 R IS MALE RELAT: NATURAL M DEAD, ELSEWHERE
FDTFQ035 MI2 R MALE RELAT: C'S AGE WHEN LIVED W NAT M
FDTSFQ025 MI2 R MALE RELAT NOT NAT F: WHERE IS NAT F
FDTSFQ035 MI2 C: AGE LIVED W NAT F: R MAL RELAT NO NAT F
FIAPP015 MI2 C SEES MISSING PARENT REGULARLY
FIAPMO75 MI2 C SEES MISSING M REGULARLY, HOW OFTEN
FIAPFO75 MI2 C SEES MISSING F REGULARLY, HOW OFTEN
FIAPMO85 MI2 NM TIMES, LAST YR, C SAW M: NOT REGULARLY
FIAPFO85 MI2 NM TIMES, LAST YR, C SAW F: NOT REGULARLY
FIAPM105 MI2 R NOT NAT M: C'S AGE WHEN INTO R'S CARE
ZFDTFQ05 MI2 F PRESENT IN HOUSEHOLD
ZFDTM005 MI2 M PRESENT IN HOUSEHOLD

d. GEOGRAPHIC MOBILITY

FDGMQ011 MI1 HOW MANY TIMES R MOVED SINCE C'S BIRTH
FDGMQ021 MI1 HOW LONG R HAS LIVED IN HOUSE OF MI1
FDGMQ031 MI1 HOW LONG R HAS LIVED IN NEIGHBORHOOD OF MI1
FDRM0011 MI1 WHERE R LIVED WHEN C WAS BORN
FDRMQ021 MI1 R NOT IN CHI:WHICH STATE:WHEN C BORN
FDRMQ031 MI1 R NOT IN CHI:HOW BIG TOWN:WHEN C BORN
FDRMQ041 MI1 M MOSTLY IN WHICH STATE BEFORE AGE 16
FDRMQ051 MI1 M GREW UP IN WHAT SIZE TOWN
FDMGQ035 MI2 NM YRS R HAS LIVED IN NEIGHBORHOOD
FDMGQ045 MI2 NM TIMES R HAS MOVED 67-75
FDMGQ055 MI2 YR R MOVED TO CURRENT ADDRESS
FDMGQ065 MI2 YR R MOVED BEFOR MOVED TO CURRENT ADRES
FDMGQ075 MI2 YR R MOVED BEFOR BEFOR TO CURRENT ADRES
FDMGQ085 MI2 YR R MOVED 1ST TIME AFTER C IN 1STGR
FDRMQ065:MI2 NM R'S CLOSE RELATS IN CHI NOT IN HOME
EFRQQ015 MI2 67-75 MOVED TO BETTR HOME,NBORHOOD
EFRQQ025 MI2 67-75 MOVED TO WORSE HOME,NBORHOOD
EFRQQ035 MI2 67-75 EXPECTED TO MOVE & COULDN'T
EFRQQ045 MI2 67-75 LOST HOME BY FIRE,FLOOD,DISASTER
FPVLQ015 MI2 LEFT WOODLAWN:POOR HOUSING CONDITION
FPVLQ025 MI2 LEFT WOODLAWN:APARTMENT SIZE
FPVLQ035 MI2 LEFT WOODLAWN:BAD SCHOOLS
FPVLQ045 MI2 LEFT WOODLAWN:UNSAFE NEIGHBORHOOD
FPVLQ055 MI2 LEFT WOODLAWN:CHANGE IN FAMILY
FPVLQ065 MI2 LEFT WOODLWN:KIND OF PEOPLE IN NBORHOOD
FPVLQ075 MI2 LEFT WOODLAWN:BUILDING BURNED,TORN DOWN
FPVLQ085 MI2 LEFT WOODLAWN:EVICTED
FPVLQ095 MI2 LEFT WOODLAWN:TO BETTER MYSELF
e. CHANGES IN SCHOOL OR WORK
EFRSQ015 MI2 67-75 S-O IN HOUSEHOLD CHANGD SCH,TRAINNG PRGM
EFRSQ015 MI2 67-75 S-O IN HOUSEHOLD FAILED SCH,TRAINNG PRGM
EFRSQ015 MI2 67-75 S-O IN HH:PROBLS:SCH,TRAINING PRGM
EFWCB015 MI2 67-75 CHANGE JOBS TO A BETTER ONE
EFWCB015 MI2 67-75 CHANGE JOBS TO A WORSE ONE
EFWLC015 MI2 67-75 LAID OFF
EFWRQ015 MI2 67-75 WORK AGAIN AFTER LONG UNEMPLOY
EFWSQ015 MI2 67-75 STARTED WORK FOR FIRST TIME:BEWARE: VAR LABEL BAD
EFWSQ025 MI2 67-75 STOPPED WORKING FOR EXTENDED TIME:BEWARE: VAR LABEL BAD
f. CRIME (CHILD,MOTHER,OTHERS)
   EFCFQ015 MI2 67-75 RAPED
   EFCFQ025 MI2 67-75 ASSAULTED
   EFCFQ035 MI2 67-75 ROBBED
   EFCFQ045 MI2 67-75 IN CAR ACCIDENT
   EFCFQ055 MI2 67-75 ACCUSED OF INCARCERABLE<> CRIME
   EFCFQ065 MI2 67-75 ARRESTED
   EFCFQ075 MI2 67-75 INVOLVED IN COURT CASE

  g. DEATHS IN FAMILY (CHILD,MOTHER,OTHERS)
  EFMQQ065 MI2 67-75 CLOSE FRIEND OR RELAT DIED
  EFBQQ035 MI2 67-75 A CHILD DIED
  EDBRQQ1 MI1 C'S AGE AT DEATH OF BROTHER
  EDFQQQQ1 MI1 C'S AGE AT DEATH OF FATHER
  EDGFOQQQ1 MI1 C'S AGE AT DEATH OF GRANDFATHER
  EDGMQQQ1 MI1 C'S AGE AT DEATH OF GRANDMOTHER
  EMDQQQQ1 MI1 C'S AGE AT DEATH OF M
  EDRNQQQ1 MI1 C'S AGE AT DEATH OF NON-RELAT IN HOME
  EDOQQQQ1 MI1 DEATH:CLOSE FAMILY, IN HOME: SINCE C BORN
  EDRQQQQ1 MI1 C'S AGE AT DEATH OF OTHER RELAT
  EDSFQQQ1 MI1 C'S AGE AT DEATH OF STEPFATHER
  EDSMQQQ1 MI1 C'S AGE AT DEATH OF STEPMOTHER
  EDSQQQQ1 MI1 C'S AGE AT DEATH OF SISTER

3. CHILD-REARING ATMOSPHERE
   a. AFFECTION
   1) TOTAL AFFECTIONAL INTERACTION (CHILD/FAMILY,MOTHER/OTHER)
   2) ACTIVITIES (CHILD/FAMILY)
      FIAARQ1 MI1 HOW OFTEN C IS PLAYED W OR READ TO
      FIAARQ21 MI1 M PLAYS W OR READS TO C
c. SIBLINGS
FD5BSQQ3 MI1 AGE OF OLDEST SIBLING IN HOME
FD5LSQQ3 MI1 AGE OF YOUNGEST SIBLING IN HOME

d. AGE OF HOUSEHOLD MEMBERS
FDHAFQQ1 MI1 FATHER'S AGE
FDHAMQQ1 MI1 M'S AGE
FDHADO11 MI1 AGE OF 4TH PERSON IN HOUSEHOLD
FDHADO21 MI1 AGE OF 5TH PERSON
FDHADO31 MI1 AGE OF 6TH PERSON
FDHADO41 MI1 AGE OF 7TH PERSON
FDHADO51 MI1 AGE OF 8TH PERSON
FDHADO61 MI1 AGE OF 9TH PERSON
FDHADO71 MI1 AGE OF 10TH PERSON
FDHADO81 MI1 AGE OF 11TH PERSON
FDHADO91 MI1 AGE OF 12TH PERSON
FDHAO101 MI1 AGE OF 13TH PERSON
FDHAFQQ5 MI2 AGE OF FATHER OR STEPFATHER LAST BIRTHDAY
FDHAMQQ5 MI2 RESPONDENT'S AGE LAST BIRTHDAY
FDHAA015 MI2 AGE OF 3RD LAST BIRTHDAY
FDHAA025 MI2 AGE OF 4TH LAST BIRTHDAY
FDHAA035 MI2 AGE OF 5TH LAST BIRTHDAY
FDHAA045 MI2 AGE OF 6TH LAST BIRTHDAY
FDHAA055 MI2 AGE OF 7TH LAST BIRTHDAY
FDHAA065 MI2 AGE OF 8TH LAST BIRTHDAY
FDHAA075 MI2 AGE OF 9TH LAST BIRTHDAY
FDHAA085 MI2 AGE OF 10TH LAST BIRTHDAY
FDHAA095 MI2 AGE OF 11TH LAST BIRTHDAY
FDHAA105 MI2 AGE OF 12TH LAST BIRTHDAY
FDHAA115 MI2 AGE OF 13TH LAST BIRTHDAY

e. SEX COMPOSITION OF HOUSEHOLD
FDHSFQ01 MI1 SEX OF FATHER
FDHSM001 MI1 SEX OF M
FDHS0011 MI1 SEX OF 4TH PERSON IN HOUSEHOLD
FDHS0021 MI1 SEX OF 5TH PERSON
FDHS0031 MI1 SEX OF 6TH PERSON
FDHS0041 MI1 SEX OF 7TH PERSON
FDHS0051 MI1 SEX OF 8TH PERSON
FDHS0061 MI1 SEX OF 9TH PERSON
FDHS0071 MI1 SEX OF 10TH PERSON
FDHS0081 MI1 SEX OF 11TH PERSON
FDHS0091 MI1 SEX OF 12TH PERSON
FDHS0101 MI1 SEX OF 13TH PERSON
FDHSFQ05 MI2 SEX OF FATHER OR STEPFATHER
FDHSM005 MI2 SEX OF RESPONDENT
FDHS0015 MI2 SEX OF 3RD PERSON
FDHS0025 MI2 SEX OF 4TH PERSON
FDHS0035 MI2 SEX OF 5TH PERSON
FDHS0045 MI2 SEX OF 6TH PERSON
FDHS0055 MI2 SEX OF 7TH PERSON
FDHS0065 MI2 SEX OF 8TH PERSON
FDHS0075 MI2 SEX OF 9TH PERSON
FDHS0085 MI2 SEX OF 10TH PERSON
FDHS0095 MI2 SEX OF 11TH PERSON
FDHS0105 MI2 SEX OF 12TH PERSON

RELATIONSHIP OF CHILD TO HOUSEHOLD MEMBERS
FDTRGQ035 MI2 RELATIONSHIP TO C
FDTRG015 MI2 RELATIONSHIP TO C OF 3RD PERSON
FDTRG025 MI2 RELATIONSHIP TO C OF 4TH PERSON
FDTRG035 MI2 RELATIONSHIP TO C OF 5TH PERSON
FDTRG045 MI2 RELATIONSHIP TO C OF 6TH PERSON
FDTRG055 MI2 RELATIONSHIP TO C OF 7TH PERSON
FDTRC065 M12 RELATIONSHIP TO C OF 8TH PERSON
FDTRC075 M12 RELATIONSHIP TO C OF 9TH PERSON
FDTRC085 M12 RELATIONSHIP TO C OF 10TH PERSON
FDTRC095 M12 RELATIONSHIP TO C OF 11TH PERSON
FDTRC105 M12 RELATIONSHIP TO C OF 12TH PERSON
FDTRC115 M12 RELATIONSHIP TO C OF 13TH PERSON
FDTRP015 M12 RELATIVE ON WHICH PARENT'S SIDE
FDTRP025 M12 RELATIVE ON WHICH PARENT'S SIDE
FDTRP035 M12 RELATIVE ON WHICH PARENT'S SIDE
FDTRP045 M12 3RD IS RELATIVE ON WHICH PARENT'S SIDE
FDTRP055 M12 4TH IS RELATIVE ON WHICH PARENT'S SIDE
FDTRP065 M12 5TH IS RELATIVE ON WHICH PARENT'S SIDE
FDTRP075 M12 6TH IS RELATIVE ON WHICH PARENT'S SIDE
FDTRP085 M12 7TH IS RELATIVE ON WHICH PARENT'S SIDE
FDTRP095 M12 8TH IS RELATIVE ON WHICH PARENT'S SIDE
FDTRP105 M12 9TH IS RELATIVE ON WHICH PARENT'S SIDE
FDTRP115 M12 10TH IS RELATIVE ON WHICH PARENT'S SIDE
FDTRP125 M12 11TH IS RELATIVE ON WHICH PARENT'S SIDE
FDTRP135 M12 12TH IS RELATIVE ON WHICH PARENT'S SIDE
FDTRP145 M12 13TH IS RELATIVE ON WHICH PARENT'S SIDE

EDUCATIONAL STATUS OF HOUSEHOLD MEMBERS
FDDEFQQQ1 M11 NM YEARS SCH FATHER COMPLETED
FDEMQQQ1 M11 NM YEARS SCH M COMPLETED
FDACGQQ5 M12 C'S GRADE LEVEL
FDACLQQ5 M12 C NOT IN SCH:LAST GR LEVEL COMPLETED
FDACSO15 M12 C IN PUBLIC,PRIVATE,PAROCHIAL SCH
FDACSO25 M12 NAME OF C'S SCHOOL
FDAFGQQ5 M12 F IN SCH:WHAT GRADE LEVEL
FDALOQQ5 M12 F NOT IN SCH:LAST GRADE LEVEL COMPLETED
FDAFSQ05 M12 F IN PUBLIC,PRIVATE,PAROCHIAL SCH
F DAMQQQ5 M12 R IN SCH:WHAT GRADE LEVEL
FDWIQ011 MI1 R'S MAIN SOURCE OF INCOME--1966
FDWIQ021 MI1 FAMILY INCOME BEFORE TAXES--1966
FDWWFO11 MI1 1966 FAMILY INCOME BEFORE TAXES
FDWWFO21 MI1 NM ROOMS IN HOME
FDWWFO31 MI1 MONTHLY RENT FOR APARTMENT
FDWWFO41 MI1 VALUE OF HOUSE
FDWWFO51 MI1 OWN OR RENT HOME
FDWIQ031 MI1 1966 INCOME MORE OR LESS THAN USUAL
FDWWCO11 MI1 NM SLEEP IN ROOM W/C
FDWWCO21 MI1 NM SLEEP IN BED W/C
FDWWCO31 MI1 C HAS SPECIAL PLACE IN HOME FOR PLAY
FDWWCO51 MI1 C HAS MANY TOYS, GAMES, STUFFED ANIMALS
FDWWCO41 MI1 C HAS PLACE TO KEEP OWN TOYS
FDWIQ015 MI2 TOTL FAMLY INCOM PLUS ANY RELAT IN HOME /
FDWIQ015 MI2 SOURCE OF INCOME: WAGES
FDWIQ025 MI2 SOURCE OF INCOME: BUSINESS
FDWIQ035 MI2 SOURCE OF INCOME: SOCIAL SECURITY
FDWIQ045 MI2 SOURCE OF INCOME: GOVMNT PENSION
FDWIQ055 MI2 SOURCE OF INCOME: OLD AGE ASSTNCE
FDWIQ065 MI2 SOURCE IF INCOME: ALIMONY-CHLD SPRT
FDWIQ085 MI2 SOURCE OF INCOME: AID TO DEPNDNT KIDS /
FDWIQ095 MI2 SOURCE OF INCOME: CASH CONTRIBUTIONS
FDWIQ075 MI2 SOURCE OF INCOME: GEN WELFARE ASSTNCE /
FDWIQ105 MI2 SOURCE OF INCOME: OTHER
FDWWFO55 MI2 OWN OR RENT HOME
FDWWFO25 MI2 NM ROOMS IN HOME NOT COUNTING BATHS
FDWQ115 M12 R'S FAMLY GROWING UP RECEIVED AID NOT GI
FDWWCO65 M12 C HAS OWN ROOM
FDWWCO75 M12 C HAS OWN BED IN SHARED ROOM
FDWWCO85 M12 C SHARES BED, DOES C HAVE OWN CLOSET
FDWWCO95 M12 WHERE DOES C GET SPENDING MONEY

1. WORK STATUS OF CHILD AND FAMILY MEMBERS
FDJEDO11 M11 SORT OF WORK DONE BY MAIN EARNER
FDJEDO21 M11 MAIN EARNER EMPLOYED--TIME OF INTERVIEW
FDJEDO31 M11 NM JOBS HELD BY MAIN EARNER LAST 5 YRS
FDJEOQ01 M11 WHO IS MAIN EARNER IN HOME
FDJFDO11 M11 SORT OF WORK C'S FATHER DOES OR DID
FDJFDO21 M11 C'S FATHER HAS OR HAD A STEADY JOB
FDJFQQ01 M11 FATHER'S MAIN ACTIVITY
FDJMDO11 M11 SORT OF WORK M DOES IF NOT MAIN EARNER
FDJMDO21 M11 M NOT MAIN EARNER IS M EMPLOYED NOW
FDJMQQ01 M11 M'S MAIN ACTIVITY
FDJQQO11 M11 OTHERS IN HOME THAN M&MAIN EARNER JOBS
FDAQQD11 M11 MAIN ACTIVITY OF 4TH PERSON
FDAQQD21 M11 MAIN ACTIVITY OF 5TH PERSON
FDAQQD31 M11 MAIN ACTIVITY OF 6TH PERSON
FDAQQD41 M11 MAIN ACTIVITY OF 7TH PERSON
FDAQQD51 M11 MAIN ACTIVITY OF 8TH PERSON
FDAQQD61 M11 MAIN ACTIVITY OF 9TH PERSON
FDAQQD71 M11 MAIN ACTIVITY OF 10TH PERSON
FDAQQD81 M11 MAIN ACTIVITY OF 11TH PERSON
FDAQQD91 M11 MAIN ACTIVITY OF 12TH PERSON
FDAQQD01 M11 MAIN ACTIVITY OF 13TH PERSON
FADCDQ05 M12 C'S MAIN OCCUPATION
FDJEOQ05 M12 WHO IS CHIEF WAGE EARNER IN HOME
FDJEOQ15 M12 OTHER IS MAIN EARNR KIND OF BUS INDSTRY
FDJEOQ25 M12 OTHR MAIN EARNR NM PLACS WORKD LAST 5 YR
FDJFQ015  M12 HUSB'S KIND OF BUSINESS OR INDUSTRY
FDJFQ025  M12 NM PLACES HUSB HAS WORKD: LAST 5 YRS
FDACEQ05  M12 C NOT WORKING: WHY NOT
FDAFDQ05  M12 F'S MAIN ACTIVITY
FDAFEQ05  M12 F NOT WORKING: WHY NOT
FDAMDOQ5  M12 RESPONDENT'S MAIN OCCUPATION
FDAMEQ05  M12 R NOT WORKING: WHY NOT
FDJMDOQ15 M12 R UNEMPLOYED: KIND OF INDUSTRY
FDJMDOQ25 M12 R UNEMPLOYED: NM PLACES WORKD, LAST 5 YRS
FDJMDOQ35 M12 R UNEMPLOYD: NM NNS WORKD THIS PLACE
FDJMDOQ45 M12 R UNEMPLOYD: NM YRS WORKD THIS PLACE
FDJMDOQ55 M12 R UNEMPLOYD: YR STARTED TO WORK STEADILY
FDJMDOQ65 M12 R UNEMPLOYD: LAST YR R UNMPLD SEVRAL WKs
FDAODOQ15 M12 4TH'S MAIN ACTIVITY
FDAODOQ25 M12 5TH'S MAIN ACTIVITY
FDAODOQ35 M12 6TH'S MAIN ACTIVITY
FDAODOQ45 M12 7TH'S MAIN ACTIVITY
FDAODOQ55 M12 8TH'S MAIN ACTIVITY
FDAODOQ75 M12 10TH'S MAIN ACTIVITY
FDAODOQ85 M12 11TH'S MAIN ACTIVITY
FDAODOQ95 M12 12TH'S MAIN ACTIVITY
FDAOD0105 M12 13TH'S MAIN ACTIVITY
FDAOD0115 M12 14TH'S MAIN ACTIVITY
FDAODEQ015 M12 4TH NOT WORKING: WHY NOT
FDAODEQ025 M12 5TH NOT WORKING: WHY NOT
FDAODEQ035 M12 6TH NOT WORKING: WHY NOT
FDAODEQ045 M12 7TH NOT WORKING: WHY NOT
FDAODEQ055 M12 8TH NOT WORKING: WHY NOT
FDAODEQ065 M12 9TH NOT WORKING: WHY NOT
FDAODEQ075 M12 10TH NOT WORKING: WHY NOT
FDAODEQ085 M12 11TH NOT WORKING: WHY NOT
2. LIFE SPAN EVENTS
   a. MARITAL HISTORY OF HOUSEHOLD MEMBERS
      FDMFQQ01 MI1 FATHER'S MARITAL STATUS
      FDMMQO11 MI1 M'S MARITAL STATUS /
      FDMMQO21 MI1 HOW MANY TIMES M HAS BEEN MARRIED
      FDMQQO31 MI1 MARITAL STATUS OF 4TH PERSON
      FDMQQO31 MI1 MARITAL STATUS OF 5TH PERSON
      FDMQ0031 MI1 MARITAL STATUS OF 6TH PERSON
      FDMQQO41 MI1 MARITAL STATUS OF 7TH PERSON
      FDMQQO51 MI1 MARITAL STATUS OF 8TH PERSON
      FDMQQO61 MI1 MARITAL STATUS OF 9TH PERSON
      FDMQQO71 MI1 MARITAL STATUS OF 10TH PERSON
      FDMQQO81 MI1 MARITAL STATUS OF 11TH PERSON
      FDMQQO91 MI1 MARITAL STATUS OF 12TH PERSON
      FDMQ101 MI1 MARITAL STATUS OF 13TH PERSON
      FDMCQQ05 MI2 C'S MARITAL STATUS
      FDMFQQ05 MI2 FATHER'S OR STEPFATHER'S MARITAL STATUS
      FDMMQO15 MI2 RESPONDENT'S MARITAL STATUS /
      FDMQQ035 MI2 MARITAL STATUS OF 4TH PERSON
      FDMQQ045 MI2 MARITAL STATUS OF 5TH PERSON
      FDMQQ055 MI2 MARITAL STATUS OF 6TH PERSON
      FDMQQ065 MI2 MARITAL STATUS OF 7TH PERSON
      FDMQQ075 MI2 MARITAL STATUS OF 8TH PERSON
      FDMQ085 MI2 MARITAL STATUS OF 9TH PERSON
      FDMQQ095 MI2 MARITAL STATUS OF 10TH PERSON
      FDMQQ105 MI2 MARITAL STATUS OF 11TH PERSON
      FDMQQ115 MI2 MARITAL STATUS OF 12TH PERSON
      FDMQQ125 MI2 MARITAL STATUS OF 13TH PERSON
b. CHILDREARING HISTORY

EBMQQ011 MI1 M PREGNANT AT TIME OF MI1
EBFQQ015 MI2 NM CHILDREN R HAS HAD
EBFQQ025 MI2 NM OF R'S CHILDREN STILL LIVING
EBFQQ035 MI2 FEMALE R GONE THROUGH 'CHANGE OF LIFE'
EBFQQ015 MI2 67-75 BECAME PREGNANT
EBFQQ025 MI2 67-75 HAD MISCARRIAGE, STILLBIRTH
EBFQQ045 MI2 67-75 HAD A CHILD BORN
EBFQQ055 MI2 67-75 HAD AN ABORTION

c. SEPARATION FROM BIOLOGICAL PARENTS

FIAPM011 MI1 WHY IS M ABSENT FROM HOUSEHOLD
FIAPFO11 MI1 FATHER DEAD OR LIVING ELSEWHERE
FIAPM021 MI1 NM OF YEARS M ABSENT FROM HOUSEHOLD
FIAPFO21 MI1 NM YEARS FATHER ABSENT FROM HOUSEHOLD
FIAPMO31 MI1 WHEN DID C LAST SEE M
FIAPFO31 MI1 WHEN DID C LAST SEE FATHER
FIAPMO41 MI1 R NOT M: HOW LONG C HAS BEEN IN R'S CARE
FIAPMO51 MI1 C HAS LIVED WITH M ALL HIS LIFE
FIAPMO61 MI1 M IN HOME: NM TIMES C HAS LIVED NOT W M
ZFDTMQQ3 MI1 M PRESENT IN HOUSEHOLD
ZFDTFQ03 MI1 FATHER PRESENT IN HOUSEHOLD
ZFDTMQQ5 MI1 M IS NATURAL MOTHER, STEPM; ETC.
ZFDTMQQ25 MI1 NATURAL M ABSENT: DECEASED OR ELSEWHERE
ZFDTMQQ35 MI1 C'S AGE WHEN LAST LIVED W NATURAL M
ZFDTFOQ15 MI1 IS F C'S NATURAL FATHER, STEPF; ETC.
ZFDTFOQ25 MI1 NATURAL F DECEASED OR LIVING ELSEWHERE
ZFDTFOQ35 MI1 C'S AGE WHEN LAST LIVED W NATURAL F
ZFDTGFQ15 MI1 R IS MALE RELAT: WHAT RELATION TO C
ZFDTGFQ25 MI1 R IS MALE RELAT: NATURAL M DEAD, ELSEWHERE
ZFDTGFQ35 MI1 R MALE RELAT: C'S AGE WHEN LIVED W NAT M
ZFDTSFQ25 MI1 R MALE RELAT NOT NAT F: WHERE IS NAT F
ZFDTSFQ35 MI1 C: AGE LIVED W NAT F: R MAL RELAT NO NAT F
FIAPPO15 MI1 C SEES MISSING PARENT REGULARLY
FIAPM075 MI1 C SEES MISSING M REGULARLY, HOW OFTEN
FIAPPO75 MI1 C SEES MISSING F REGULARLY, HOW OFTEN
FIAPMO85 MI1 NM TIMES, LAST YR, C SAW M: NOT REGULARLY
FIAPFO85 MI1 NM TIMES, LAST YR, C SAW F: NOT REGULARLY
FIAPM045 MI1 R NOT NAT M: C'S AGE WHEN INTO R'S CARE
ZFDTFQ05 MI1 F PRESENT IN HOUSEHOLD
ZFDTMQQ5 MI1 M PRESENT IN HOUSEHOLD

**d. GEOPHGRAPHIC MOBILITY**

FDGMOQ11 MI1 HOW MANY TIMES R MOVED SINCE C'S BIRTH
FDGMOQ21 MI1 HOW LONG R HAS LIVED IN HOUSE OF MI1
FDGMOQ31 MI1 HOW LONG R HAS LIVED IN NEIGHBOOD OF MI1
FDRMQO11 MI1 WHERE R LIVED WHEN C WAS BORN
FDRMQ021 MI1 R NOT IN CHI: WHICH STATE: WHEN C BORN
FDRMQ031 MI1 R NOT IN CHI: HOW BIG TOWN: WHEN C BORN
FDRMQ041 MI1 M MOSTLY IN WHICH STATE BEFORE AGE 16
FDRMQ051 MI1 M GREW UP IN WHAT SIZE TOWN
FDGMQ035 MI2 NM YRS R HAS LIVED IN NEIGHBORHOOD
FDGMQ045 MI2 NM TIMES R HAS MOVED 67-75
FDGMQ055 MI2 YR R MOVED TO CURRENT ADDRESS
FDGMQ065 MI2 YR R MOVED BEFORE MOVED TO CURRENT ADDRESS
FDGMQ075 MI2 YR R MOVED BEFORE BEFOR TO CURRENT ADDRESS
FDGMQ085 MI2 YR R MOVED 1ST TIME AFTET C IN 1ST GR
FDRMQ065 MI2 NM R'S CLOSE RELAT'S IN CHI NOT IN HOME
EFRQ0015 MI2 67-75 MOVED TO BETTER HOME, NEIGHBORHOOD
EFRQ0025 MI2 67-75 MOVED TO WORSE HOME, NEIGHBORHOOD
EFRQ0035 MI2 67-75 EXPECTED TO MOVE & COULDN'T
EFRQ0045 MI2 67-75 LOST HOME BY FIRE, FLOOD, DISASTER
FPVLQ025 MI2 LEFT WOODLAWN: POOR HOUSING CONDITION
FPVLQ025 MI2 LEFT WOODLAWN: APARTMENT SIZE
FPVLQ035 MI2 LEFT WOODLAWN: BAD SCHOOLS
FPVLQ045 MI2 LEFT WOODLAWN: UNSAFE NEIGHBORHOOD
FPVLQ055 MI2 LEFT WOODLAWN: CHANGE IN FAMILY
FPVLQ065 MI2 LEFT WOODLAWN: KIND OF PEOPLE IN NEIGHBORHOOD
FPVLQ075 MI2 LEFT WOODLAWN: BUILDING BURNED, TORN DOWN
FPVLQ085 MI2 LEFT WOODLAWN: EVICTED
FPVLQ095 MI2 LEFT WOODLAWN: TO BETTER MYSELF

E changes in school or work

EFSCQ015 MI2 67-75 S-O IN HOUSEHOLD CHANGED SCH, TRAINING PRGM
EFSPQ015 MI2 67-75 S-O IN HOUSEHOLD FAILED SCH, TRAINING PRGM
EFSPQ015 MI2 67-75 S-O IN HH: PROBLEMS SCH, TRAINING PRGM
EFWCBO15 MI2 67-75 CHANGE JOBS TO A BETTER ONE
EFWCWO15 MI2 67-75 CHANGE JOBS TO A WORSE ONE
EFWLQ015 MI2 67-75 LAID OFF
EFWRQQ15 M12 67-75 Work again after long employ
EFWSQ15 M12 67-75 Started work for first time; beware: var label bad
EFWSQ025 M12 67-75 Stopped working for extended time; beware: var label bad

f. CRIME
   (CHILD, MOTHER, OTHERS)
   EFCFQO15 M12 67-75 Raped
   EFCFQ025 M12 67-75 Assaulted
   EFCFQ035 M12 67-75 Robbed
   EFCFQ045 M12 67-75 In car accident
   EFCFQ055 M12 67-75 Accused of incarcerated <> crime
   EFCFQ065 M12 67-75 Arrested
   EFCFQ075 M12 67-75 Involved in court case

g. DEATHS IN FAMILY
   (CHILD, MOTHER, OTHERS)
   EFMQ0065 M12 67-75 Close friend or relat died
   EFBQ0035 M12 67-75 A child died
   EDBRQOQ1 M11 C's age at death of brother
   EDFQ0001 M11 C's age at death of father
   EDGQ0001 M11 C's age at death of grandfather
   EDGMQ001 M11 C's age at death of grandmother
   EDMQ0001 M11 C's age at death of M
   EDNRQ001 M11 C's age at death of non-relat in home
   EDOQ0001 M11 Death: close family, in home; since C born
   EDRLO001 M11 C's age at death of other relat
   EDSFQ001 M11 C's age at death of stepfather
   EDSMQ001 M11 C's age at death of stepmother
   EDSSQ001 M11 C's age at death of sister

3. CHILD-REARING ATMOSPHERE
   a. AFFECTION
      1) TOTAL AFFECTIONAL INTERACTION (CHILD/FAMILY, MOTHER/OTHER)
      2) ACTIVITIES (CHILD/FAMILY)
         FIAQAR11 M11 How often C is played w or read to
         FIAQAR21 M11 M plays w or reads to C
FIAAR031 M1 FATHER PLAYS W OR READS TO C
FIAAR041 M1 STEPMOTHER PLAYS W OR READS TO C
FIAAR051 M1 STEPFATHER PLAYS W OR READS TO C
FIAAR061 M1 GRANDMOTHER PLAYS W OR READS TO C
FIAAR071 M1 GRANDFATHER PLAYS W OR READS TO C
FIAAR081 M1 BROTHER PLAYS W OR READS TO C
FIAAR091 M1 SISTER PLAYS W OR READS TO C
FIAAR101 M1 OTHER RELATIVE PLAYS W OR READS TO C
FIAAR111 M1 NON-RELATIVE PLAYS W OR READS TO C
FIAAR011 M1 WITH WHOM C SPENDS TIME AFTER SCHOOL
FIAAT011 M1 C GETS TAKEN OUT TO MOVIE ETC
FIAAT121 M1 HOW OFTEN C GETS TAKEN OUT TO MOVIE ETC
FIAAT021 M1 M TAKES C OUT
FIAAT031 M1 FATHER TAKES C OUT
FIAAT041 M1 STEPMOTHER TAKES C OUT
FIAAT051 M1 STEPFATHER TAKES C OUT
FIAAT061 M1 GRANDMOTHER TAKES C OUT
FIAAT071 M1 GRANDFATHER TAKES C OUT
FIAAT081 M1 BROTHER TAKES C OUT
FIAAT091 M1 SISTER TAKES C OUT
FIAAT101 M1 OTHER RELATIVE TAKES C OUT
FIAAT111 M1 NON-RELATIVE TAKES C OUT
FIAAP015 M2 C DOES FAMILY ACTIVITIES W M, STEPM, & C
FIAAP025 M2 C DOES FAMILY ACTIVITIES W F, STEPF, & C
FIAAP035 M2 C IN FAMILY ACTIVITIES W ADULT IN HOME
FIAAP045 M2 C IN FAMILY ACTIVITIES W NAT M - NOT IN HOME
FIAAP055 M2 C IN FAMILY ACTIVITIES W NAT F - NOT IN HOME
FIAAP065 M2 C IN FAMILY ACTIVITIES W RELAT NOT IN HOME
FIAAQ015 M2 C GOES TO ENTERTAINMENT W ADULT FAMILY
FIAAQ025 M2 C PLAYS GAMES W ADULT FAMILY MEMBERS
FIAAQ035 M2 C MAKES THINGS AROUND HOME W ADULT FAMLY
FIAAQO45 M12 C WORKS ON HOMEWORK W ADULT FAMILY MEMBERS
FIAAQO55 M12 C : COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES W ADULT FAMILY
FI AAWO16 WH:C GOES OUT W FAMILY FOR ENTERTAINMENT
FI AAWO26 WH:C DOES RECREATION < SPORTS > W FAMILY
FIAAWO36 WH:C DOES THINGS AROUND HOUSE W FAMILY
FI AAWO46 WH:C WORKS ON HOMEWORK W FAMILY
FIAAGA056 WH:C GOES TO COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES W FAMILY
FIAAGA016 WH:C DOES ACTIVITIES W MOTHER
FIAAGA026 WH:C DOES ACTIVITIES W STEPMOTHER
FIAAGA036 WH:C DOES ACTIVITIES W FATHER
FIAAGA046 WH:C DOES ACTIVITIES W STEPFATHER
FIAAGA056 WH:C DOES ACTIVITIES W OTHER ADULT IN FAMILY
FIAAGA066 WH:C DOES ACTIVITIES W NO ONE

3) CONFIDENT (CHILD/FAMILY, MOTHER/OTHER)
FIACMO11 M11 HOW MUCH C TELLS R ABOUT C'S DAY AT SCH
FIAACAO15 M12 C CONFIDES IN M, STEPM
FIAACAO25 M12 C CONFIDES IN F, STEPF
FIAACAO35 M12 C CONFIDES IN RELAT ADULT IN HH
FIACMO15 M12 C CONFIDES IN ADULT IN HOME RE SCHOOL
FIACMO25 M12 C CONFIDES IN ADULT IN HOME RE FAMILY
FIACMO35 M12 C CONFIDES IN ADULT IN HOME RE FRIENDS
FIACMO45 M12 C CONFIDES IN ADULT IN HOME RE OTHER SEX
FIACAO65 M12 C CONFIDES IN RELAT ADULT -- NOT IN HOME
FIACEO45 M12 C CONFIDES IN NAT M -- NOT IN HOME
FIACAO65 M12 C CONFIDES IN NAT F -- NOT IN HOME
FIAMQ025 M12 R CAN CONFIDE IN RELAT'S NOT IN HOME
FIAMQ035 M12 R CAN CONFIDE IN FRIENDS
FIAMQ045 M12 R CAN CONFIDE TO SOMEONE IN HOME
FIAACAO16 WH:C CONFIDES IN ADULTS IN FAMILY RE SCH
FIAACAO26 WH:C CONFIDE IN ADULTS IN FAMILY RE FAMILY
FIAACAO36 WH:C CONFIDE IN ADULTS IN FAMILY RE FRIENDS
FIACG046 WH:C CONFIDES IN ADULTS IN FAMILY RE OPPSEX
FIACG016 WH:C CONFIDES IN MOTHER
FIACG026 WH:C CONFIDES IN STEPMOTHER
FIACG036 WH:C CONFIDES IN FATHER
FIACG046 WH:C CONFIDES IN STEPFATHER
FIACG056 WH:C CONFIDES IN OTHER ADULT IN FAMILY
FIACG066 WH:C CONFIDES IN NO ADULT IN FAMILY

4) EXPRESSING WARMTH (CHILD/FAMILY)
FIAAW0015 M12 C&ADULTS IN HOME ACT WARM&LOVING
FIAAW0025 M12 C&ADULTS IN HOME HUG&KISS
FIAAW0035 M12 C&ADULTS IN HOME BRING UNEXPECTED GIFTS
FIAAW0045 M12 C&ADULTS IN HOME UNDERSTAND OTHERS' MOODS
FIAAW0055 M12 C&ADULTS IN HOME SAY NICE THINGS
FIAAW0065 M12 C&ADULTS IN FAMILY ACT WARM&LOVING
FIAAW0075 WH:C&ADULTS IN FAMILY HUG & KISS
FIAAW0085 WH:C&ADULTS IN FAMILY BRING LITTLE GIFTS
FIAAW0095 WH:C&ADULTS INFAMILY UNDERSTAND OTHERS' MOOD
FIAAW0105 WH:C&ADULTS IN FAMILY SAY NICE THINGS

5) EXPRESSING ANGER, HOSTILITY (CHILD/FAMILY)
FIAIH0015 M12 C&ADULTS IN HOME HAVE ARGUMENTS
FIAIH0025 M12 C&ADULTS IN HOME SHOUT, LET OFF STEAM
FIAIH0035 M12 C&ADULTS IN HOME LET OUT HURT FEELINGS
FIAIH0045 M12 C&ADULTS IN HOME THROW THINGS IN ANGER
FIAIH0055 M12 C&ADULTS IN HOME SLAM DOORS IN ANGER
FIAIH0065 WH:C&ADULTS IN FAMILY HAVE ARGUMENTS
FIAIH0075 WH:C&ADULTS IN FAMILY SAY MEAN THINGS
FIAIH0085 WH:C&ADULTS INFAMILY LET OUT HURT FEELINGS
FIAIH0095 WH:C&ADULTS IN FAMILY SLAM DOORS IF ANGRY
FIAIH0105 WH:C&ADULTS IN FAMILY YELL: LET OFF STEAM

6) ADULTS WITH WHOM CHILD IS AFFECTIONATE OR RELATES TO
FIAIQ011 MI1 M AT HOME AT C'S BEDTIME
FIAIQ021 MI1 FATHER AT HOME AT C'S BEDTIME
FIAIQ031 MI1 STEPMOTHER AT HOME AT C'S BEDTIME
FIAIQ041 MI1 STEPFATHER AT HOME AT C'S BEDTIME
FIAIQ051 MI1 GRANDMOTHER AT HOME AT C'S BEDTIME
FIAIQ061 MI1 GRANDFATHER AT HOME AT C'S BEDTIME
FIAIQ071 MI1 BROTHER AT HOME AT C'S BEDTIME
FIAIQ081 MI1 SISTER AT HOME AT C'S BEDTIME
FIAIQ091 MI1 OTHER RELATIVE AT HOME AT C'S BEDTIME
FIAIQ101 MI1 NON-RELATIVE AT HOME AT C'S BEDTIME

b. POWER: PARTICIPATION IN DECISION-MAKING

1) RULE SETTING AND ENFORCING (CHILD/FAMILY)

a) RULES

FIPRE021 MI1 HAS C A REGULAR BEDTIME
FIPRE031 MI1 HOW OFTEN C MISBEHAVES SERIOUSLY
FIPRE151 MI1 C'S USUAL BEDTIME DURING SCH YEAR
FIPRPO11 MI1 WHERE C PLAYS
FIPRPO21 MI1 WITH WHOM C PLAYS
FIPRPO31 MI1 CAN C BRING OTHERS HOME TO PLAY
FIPRPO41 MI1 WHOM CAN C BRING HOME TO PLAY
FPVVO061 MI1 IS C PERMITTED TO CHOOSE HIS OWN DRESS
FIPRE025 MI2 TIME C MUST BE HOME ON WEEKNIGHTS
FIPRE035 MI2 TIME C MUST BE HOME ON WEEKENDS
FIPRE085 MI2 RULES R WOULD SET RE C & CIGARETTES
FIPRE045 MI2 HOW MUCH C CAN CHOOSE OWN FRIENDS
FIPRE055 MI2 R'S RULES ABOUT C DRINKING BEER, WINE
FIPRE065 MI2 RULES R WOULD SET RE C DRINKING BEER, WINE
FIPRE075 MI2 R'S RULES ABOUT C & CIGARETTES
FIPRE015 MI2 HOW MUCH R SETS RULES FOR C'S SCHING
FIPRE026 WH: WEEKNIGHTS C MUST BE HOME WHAT TIME
FIPRE016 WH: HOW MUCH FAMILY SETS RULES FOR SCHING
FIPRE046 WH: PARENTS LEAVE CHOICE OF FRIENDS TO C
b) WHO SETS RULES

FIPRS011 MI1 M SETS RULES FOR C
FIPRS021 MI1 FATHER SETS RULES FOR C
FIPRS031 MI1 STEPMOTHER SETS RULES FOR C
FIPRS041 MI1 STEPFATHER SETS RULES FOR C
FIPRS051 MI1 GRANDMOTHER SETS RULES FOR C
FIPRS061 MI1 GRANDFATHER SETS RULES FOR C
FIPRS071 MI1 BROTHER SETS RULES FOR C
FIPRS081 MI1 SISTER SETS RULES FOR C
FIPRS091 MI1 OTHER RELATIVE SETS RULES FOR C
FIPRE141 MI1 NON-RELATIVE PUNISHES C FOR MISBEHAVIOR
FIPRE121 MI1 SISTER PUNISHES C FOR MISBEHAVIOR
FIPRS101 MI1 NON-RELATIVE SETS RULES FOR C
FIPRS115 MI2 OTHER ADULT IN HOME HELPS SET RULES
FIPRS125 MI2 C SELF HELPS SET RULES
FIPRS015 MI2 C'S M OR STEPM IN HOME HELPS SET RULES
FIPRS025 MI2 C'S F OR STEPF IN HOME HELPS SET RULES
FIPRS135 MI2 C'S M NOT IN HOME HELPS SET RULES
FIPRS145 MI2 C'S F NOT IN HOME HELPS SET RULES
FIPRS155 MI2 ADLT FAMLY MBRR,FRIEND-NOT HOME-SET RULE
FIPRS165 MI2 OTHER PERSON HELPS SET RULES
FIAGRO26 WH:STEPM INVOLVED IN SET&ENFORCE RULES
FIAGRO16 WH:M INVOLVED IN SET&ENFORCE RULES
FIPRE086 WH: PARENTS' RULES RE C USING DRUGS
FIAGRO46 WH:STEPFATHER INVOLVED:SET&ENFORCE RULES
FIAGRO36 WH: FATHER INVOLVED IN SET&ENFORCE RULES
FIAGRO56 WH:OTHER ADLT INVOLVED SET&ENFORCE RULES
FIAGRO66 WH:C INVOLVED IN SET&ENFORCE RULES

c) HOW ARE RULES ENFORCED
FIPRE011 M11 HOW OFTEN: R SPANKS C, C GETS SPANKED
FIPRE041 M11 HOW OFTEN IS C PUNISHED FOR MISBEHAVIOR
FIPRE051 M11 M PUNISHES C FOR MISBEHAVIOR
FIPRE061 M11 FATHER PUNISHES C FOR MISBEHAVIOR
FIPRE071 M11 STEPMOTHER PUNISHES C FOR MISBEHAVIOR
FIPRE081 M11 STEPFATHER PUNISHES C FOR MISBEHAVIOR
FIPRE091 M11 GRANDMOTHER PUNISHES C FOR MISBEHAVIOR
FIPRE101 M11 GRANDFATHER PUNISHES C FOR MISBEHAVIOR
FIPRE111 M11 BROTHER PUNISHES C FOR MISBEHAVIOR
FIPRE131 M11 OTHER RELAT PUNISHES C FOR MISBEHAVIOR

2) LEADERSHIP IN INFORMAL SOCIAL GROUPS
FIPLFO11 M11 IS C A LEADER WHILE PLAYING
FIPLDO11 M11 R LEADS IN SOCIAL GATHERINGS
FIPLFO15 M12 HUSB, D-A, LEADER DECIDING WHAT GROUP TO DO
FIPLMO15 M12 R LEADER IN DECIDING WHAT GROUP WILL DO
FIPLDO26 WH:C BEEN OFFICER FOR SCH ACTIVIT, TEAM
FIPLDO36 WH:C OFFICER IN NON-SCH ORGANZN, TEAM
FIPLFO16 WH:C TAKES LEAD W FRENDS DECID WHAT TO DO

c. SATISFACTION

1) SATISFACTION (MOTHER)
   a) TOTAL SATISFACTION
   b) SATISFACTION WITH AFFECTION AND RULES IN FAMILY
      FPSMAO15 M12 R SATISFIED W FAMILY ACTIVITIES
      FPSMAO25 M12 HOW C&ADULTS SHOW FEELINGS SATISFIES R
      FIRFO35 M12 R SATISFIED W SETTING, ENFORCING RULES IN HOME
   c) SATISFACTION WITH FRIENDS
   d) SATISFACTION WITH OPPORTUNITY TO CONFIDE
      FPSMOO15 M12 R SATISFIED W CONFIDING IN HOME
      FPSMOO25 M12 R SATISFIED W OPPORTUNITIES TO CONFIDE
   e) SATISFACTION WITH MARRIAGE
      FPSMOO11 M11 IF HUSB IN HOM: IS M HAPPY IN MARRIAGE
Satisfaction with Money

Satisfaction with Community

Satisfaction with Woodlawn Mental Health Center

Satisfaction (Child)

Total Satisfaction

Satisfaction with Affection and Rules in Family

Satisfaction with Friends

Satisfaction with Opportunity to Confide

Closeness and Parental Identification

Child's Closeness to Adults in Family
FPCCCO36 WH: HOW CLOSE C FEELS TO FATHER
FPCCCO46 WH: HOW CLOSE C FEELS TO STEPFATHER
FPCCCO56 WH: CLOSE C FEELS TO OTHR ADLT IN FAMLY
FPCCCO66 WH: C RESPECTS M SETTING, ENFORCING RULES
FPCCFO16 WH: IMPORT OF BESTFRIENDS OPINON ON BEHAV
FPCCPO16 WH: IMPORTANCE OF M'S OPINION ON BEHAV
FPCCPO26 WH: IMPORTNC OF FATHR'S OPINION ON BEHAV

2) MOTHER'S CLOSENESS TO CHILD
   FPCMQ005 MI2 HOW CLOSE R FEELS TO C
   FIPRF015 MI2 HOW CLOSE R SETTING RULES FEELS TO C
  arem 025 MI2 67-75 RELATIONSHIP W C CHANGD FOR WORSE
   EFMQ005 MI2 67-75 RELATIONSHIP W C CHANGED FOR BETTER

3) IDENTIFICATION WITH PARENTS
   FPCIP036 WH: C WANTS TO BE LIKE M AS ADULT
   FPCIP046 WH: C WANTS TO BE LIKE FATHER AS ADULT

4) MARITAL CLOSENESS (MOTHER)
   FPPCM015 MI2 R FEELS CLOSE TO HUSB, D-A
   FPPCM025 MI2 R FEELS CLOSER TO HUSB, D-A THAN 1966-67

e. VALUES, ATTITUDES, AND BELIEFS

1) CHILD-REARING VALUES (MOTHER)
   a) KOHN SCALE (MOTHER)
      FPVVK015 MI2 R THINKS C SHOULD HAVE GOOD MANNERS
      FPVVK025 MI2 R THINKS C SHOULD TRY HARD TO SUCCEED
      FPVVK035 MI2 R THINKS C SHOULD BE HONEST
      FPVVK045 MI2 R THINKS C SHOULD BE NEAT & CLEAN
      FPVVK055 MI2 R THINKS C SHOULD HAVE GOOD SENS&JUDGMENT
      FPVVK065 MI2 R THINKS C SHOULD HAVE SELF-CONTROL
      FPVVK075 MI2 R THINKS C SHOULD ACT LIKE SEX SHOULD
      FPVVK085 MI2 R THINKS C SHOULD GET ALONG W OTHERS
      FPVVK095 MI2 R THINKS C SHOULD OBEY PARENTS WELL
      FPVVK105 MI2 R THINKS C SHOULD BE RESPONSIBLE
FPVVK115 MI2 R THINKS C SHOULD BE CONSIDERATE
FPVVK125 MI2 R THINKS C SHOULD BE INTERESTED IN THINGS
FPVVK135 MI2 R THINKS C SHOULD BE A GOOD STUDENT

b) ATTITUDE TOWARD RULE ENFORCEMENT, SELF-CARE, CHORES (MOTHER)
FPVVAO11 MI1 R THINKS SPANKING IS GOOD WAY TO PUNISH
FPVVAO21 MI1 SHOULD A CHILD C'S AGE DRESS, BATHE SELF
FPVVAO31 MI1 DOES C DRESS, BATHE, ETC SELF
FPVVAO51 MI1 DOES C DO CHORES AT HOME
FPVVAO41 MI1 SHOULD CHILD C'S AGE DO CHORES AT HOME

c) IMPORTANCE OF SCHOOL TASKS (MOTHER)
FPVVS011 MI1 SOCIALIZING W OTHER CHILDREN IN SCH
FPVVS021 MI1 OBÉYING CLASSROOM RULES
FPVVS031 MI1 ACTING MATURE IN CLASSROOM
FPVVS041 MI1 ABILITY TO LEARN AS WELL AS POSSIBLE
FPVVS051 MI1 ABILITY TO SIT STILL & PAY ATTENTION
FPVVS061 MI1 DOING WELL IN 1ST GR FOR C'S FUTURE

2) INVOLVEMENT IN SEX (CHILD)
FPVXCO16 WH:C ON SOMEONE OF AGE: SEXUAL INTERCOURS
FPVXCO26 WH:NM TIMES ENGAGED IN SEXUAL INTERCOURS
FPVXCO36 WH:C ON GIRL OF AGE BECOMING PREGNANT
FPVXCO46 WH:GIRL: BEEN PREGNANT; BOY: MADE GIRL PREG
FPVXCO56 WH:C ON SOMEONE OF AGE USING BIRTH CONTR
FPVXCO66 WH:C USES BIRTH CONTR
FPVXCO76 WH:C ON SOMEONE OF AGE HAVING ABORTION
FPVXCO86 WH:C & PARENTS AGREE ON SEXUAL MATTERS

3) COMMUNITY VALUATION (MOTHER)
FPVCOQ011 MI1 MOST IMPORTANT IN PICKING NEIGHBORHOOD
FPVCOQ21 MI1 2ND MOST IMPORTANT IN PICKING NEIGHBORHOOD
FPVCOQ31 MI1 3RD MOST IMPORTANT IN PICKING NEIGHBORHOOD
FPVSQ015 MI2 R KNOWS NBRS TO SAY HELLO IN PASSING
FPVSQ025 MI2 R KNOWS NBRS TO HAVE BRIEF TALK WITH
4) EDUCATIONAL: HOPES AND EXPECTATIONS (CHILD, MOTHER)

FPVSQ035 MI2 R KNOWS NBORS TO VISIT EACH OTHERS' HOMES
FPVSQ045 MI2 R KNOWS NBORS TO SHARE PERSONAL PROBLEMS

FPVEMO11 MI1 HOW FAR R WOULD LIKE C TO GO IN SCH
FPVEMO21 MI1 HOW FAR R THINKS C REALLY WILL GO IN SCH
FPVEQ015 MI2 HOW FAR R WOULD LIKE C TO GO IN SCH
FPVEQ025 MI2 HOW FAR R THINKS C REALLY WILL GO IN SCH
FPVECO16 WH: HOW FAR C WOULD LIKE TO GO IN SCH
FPVECO26 WH: HOW FAR THINKS REALLY WILL GO IN SCH

5) BELIEFS (MOTHER)

FPVVIO15 MI2 GOD RESPONSIBLE FOR HOW C IS
FPVVIO25 MI2 LUCK RESPONSIBLE FOR HOW C IS
FPVVIO35 MI2 WAY SOCIETY IS RESPONSIBLE FOR HOW C IS
FPVVIO45 MI2 WAY TEACHERS ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR HOW C IS
FPVVIO55 MI2 WAY FAMILY IS RESPONSIBLE FOR HOW C IS
FPVVIO65 MI2 WAY FRIENDS ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR HOW C IS
FPVVIO75 MI2 WAY C IS RESPONSIBLE FOR HOW C IS

4. SOCIAL INTEGRATION

a. RESOURCES IN TIME OF TROUBLE (CHILD, MOTHER)

FIARDQ01 MI1 CAN R IN TROUBLE TURN TO DOCTOR OR LAWYER
FIARKQ01 MI1 R IN TROUBLE TURN TO FAMILY MEMBER IN HOME
FIARMQQ1 MI1 COULD R IN TROUBLE TURN TO A MINISTER
FIARFO11 MI1 R IN TROUBLE TURN TO FRIEND RELAT NOT IN HOME
FIARFO21 MI1 NM FRIEND RELAT NOT IN TROUBLE TURN TO
FIARSO01 MI1 CAN R IN TROUBLE TURN TO SOCIAL WORKER
FIARDQ05 MI2 R IN TROUBLE TURN TO DOCTOR OR LAWYER
FIARFO15 MI2 R IN TROUBLE TURN TO FRIEND NOT IN HOME
FIARFO25 MI2 NM FRIENDS NOT IN HOME R IN TROUBLE TURN TO
FIARMQ05 MI2 R IN TROUBLE TURN TO MINISTER OR PRIEST
FIARRQ05 MI2 R IN TROUBLE TURN TO FAMILY MEMBR IN HOME
FIARRO15 MI2 R IN TROUBLE TURN TO RELAT NOT IN HOME
b. Informal Social Interactions Outside of Household

1) Child--With Friends

FIASCO11 MI1 DAYS PER WEEK C PLAYS W OTHER CHILDREN
FIASCO21 MI1 NM CHILDREN W WHOM C PLAYS IN USUAL WEEK
FIASCO31 MI1 NM CHILDREN C PLAYED W ARE CLOSE FRIENDS
FIASCO41 MI1 AGE OF CHILDREN W WHOM C PLAYS
FIASCO21 MI1 C SPENDS TIME W WHICH ADULTS AFTER SCH
FIASCO31 MI1 C SPENDS TIME W WHICH CHILDREN AFTER SCH
FIASCO05 MI2 LAST MONTH: NM FRIENDS C HAS SPENT TIME W
FIASCO15 MI2 DAYS/WK C SPENDS NON-SCH TIME W FRIENDS
FIASCO35 MI2 NM OF C'S FRIENDS WHO ARE CLOSE FRIENDS
FIASCO36 WH:NM FRIENDS C FEELS REALLY CLOSE TO
FIASCO26 WH:LSTM WN NM FRIENDS SPENT TIME W
FIASCO16 WH:IN WK SPEND TIM W FRIENDS NOT SCH HRS
FIASCO56 WH:NM LAST MN FRIENDS WHO ARE OTHR SEX
FIASCO66 WH:NM CLOSE FRIENDS C CAN SHARE SECRETS W
FIASCO76 WH:HOW 'IN' C FEELS W SOCIAL GROUP
FIASCO86 WH:AGE OF MOST OF C'S FRIENDS
SDCQQQ6 SOC TAKEN FROM SAS/WEBS ON STOR03

2) Mother--With Friends and Relatives

FIASMOV MI1 FRIENDS VISIT R OR R VISITS FRIENDS
FIASMOV1 MI1 R'S CHI RELATS NOT IN HOME VISIT
FIASMO31 MI1 R HAS RELATS IN CHI NOT IN HOME
FIASMO45 MI2 HOW OFTEN R SOCIALIZES W RELATS,FRENDS.
FIASMO55 MI2 NM RELATS R SOCIALIZED W IN LAST MONTH
FIASMO65 MI2 NM FRIENDS R SOCIALIZED W IN LAST MONTH

c. SOCIAL ORGANIZATIONS (CHILD,MOTHER OR OTHER ADULT)
   FIPS0011 MI1 SOMEONE IN HOME BELONGS TO SOCIAL CLUB
   FIPS0021 MI1 R ATTENDS SOCIAL CLUB MEETINGS
   FIPS0015 MI2 BELONG TO CHURCH GROUPS,CLUBS,CHOIR
   FIPS0025 MI2 BELONG TO SORORITIS,FRATERNL ORGANZATNFS
   FIPS0035 MI2 BELONG TO SOCIAL,CARD,KENO CLUBS
   FIPS0036 WH:NM SCH ACTIVITIES,TEAMS C IS ON
   FIPS0046 WH:C IN NON-SCH ORGANIZATION,TEAM

d. POLITICAL ACTIVITIES (ADULTS)
   FIPPA011 MI1 WAS R REGITSERED TO VOTE IN SPRING ELEC
   FIPPA021 MI1 DID R VOTE IN SPRING ELECTIONS
   FIPPA031 MI1 WAS HUSBAND REGISTERED TO VOTE
   FIPPA041 MI1 DID HUSBAND VOTE IN SPRING ELECTIONS
   FIPPA015 MI2 R WAS REGISTRD TO VOTE:LAST ELECTION
   FIPPA025 MI2 R VOTED IN LAST ELECTION
   FIPPA115 MI2 HUSB.O-A REGISTRD TO VOTE:LAST ELECTION
   FIPPA125 MI2 HUSB.O-A VOTED IN LAST ELECTION

e. POLITICAL ORGANIZATIONS (ADULTS)
   FIPPD011 MI1 R BELONGS TO PTA
   FIPPD021 MI1 R ATTENDS PTA MEETINGS
   FIPPD031 MI1 R OR HUSBAND BELONGED TO POLITICAL GRP
   FIPPD041 MI1 R WORKED FOR A POLITICAL CANDIDATE
   FIPPD051 MI1 R ASKED PEOPLE TO REGISTER TO VOTE
   FIPPD061 MI1 R ASKED PEOPLE TO VOTE FOR A CANDIDATE
   FIPPD071 MI1 R HAS GONE TO A POLITICAL MEETING
   FIPCD025 MI2 BELONG TO WOMEN'S RIGHTS ORGANIZATIONS
   FIPCD035 MI2 BELONG TO WELFARE RIGHTS ORGANIZATIONS
FIPCO045 M12 BELONG TO LABOR UNIONS, PROFESSIONAL ASSNS
FIPCO055 M12 BELONG TO NEIGHBORHOOD, BLOCK CLUBS
FIPCO065 M12 BELONG TO VETERANS' GROUPS
FIPCO075 M12 BELONG TO OTHER POLITICAL CLUBS, GROUPS
FIPPO015 M12 BELONG TO PARENT SCHOOL ORGANIZATION
FIPPO045 M12 R WORKED FOR A POLITICAL CANDIDATE
FIPPO055 M12 R ASKED PEOPLE TO REGISTER TO VOTE
FIPPO075 M12 R HAS GONE TO POLITICAL MEETING
FIPPO085 M12 R PICKETED, SAT-IN
FIPPO095 M12 R SIGNED PETITIONS
FIPPO145 M12 HUSB, O-A WORKED FOR POLITICAL CANDIDATE
FIPPO155 M12 HUSB, O-A ASKED PEOPLE TO REGISTER TO VOTE
FIPPO175 M12 HUSB, O-A HAS GONE TO POLITICAL MEETING
FIPPO185 M12 HUSB, O-A PICKETED, SAT-IN
FIPPO195 M12 HUSB, O-A SIGNED PETITIONS
FIPPO205 M12 R, HUSB, O-A HELD OFFICE: POLITIC. SOC ORGN

f. CIVIL RIGHTS ACTIVITIES (ADULTS):
FPVCR011 M11 BEST WAY FOR NEGROES GET CIV RIGHTS
FPVCR021 M11 BEST WAY NEGROES GAIN CIVIL RIGHTS
FPVCR015 M12 BEST WAY FOR BLACKS TO GAIN RIGHTS
FIPCA011 M11 R OR HUSBAND PICKETED W CIV RIGHTS ORG
FIPCA021 M11 R OR HUSB SIG PETIT FOR CIV RIGHTS ORG

g. CIVIL RIGHTS ORGANIZATIONS (ADULTS)
FIPCO011 M11 R OR HUSBAND BELONG TO CIVIL RIGHTS ORG
FIPCO021 M11 R OR HUSBAND BELONG TO TWO
FIPCO031 M11 R OR HUSBAND BELONG TO NAACP
FIPCO041 M11 R OR HUSBAND BELONG TO CORE
FIPCO051 M11 R OR HUSBAND BELONG TO SNCC
FIPCO061 M11 R OR HUSBAND BELONG TO URBAN LEAGUE
FIPCO071 M11 R OR HUSBAND IN OTHER CIVIL RIGHTS ORG
FIPCO015 M12 BELONG TO CIVIL RIGHTS ORGANIZATIONS
B. SCHOOL

1. CHARACTERISTICS
   a. PUBLIC OR PAROCHIAL
   b. ECOLOGY OF CATCHMENT AREA
   c. SIZE OF SCHOOL
   d. TEACHER CHARACTERISTICS
   e. CLASSROOM CHARACTERISTICS

2. "LIFE SPAN" EVENTS
   a. PRE-SCHOOL
   b. GRADE LEVEL
      SSGEDQQ1 ENROLLMENT DATE
      SSGGL011 JUN 66 GRADE LEVEL
      SSGGL021 JUN66 GR LEVEL RECODED
      SSGHSEQ1 HEAD START
      SSMYQQ1 YNG, OK, OR OLD FOR GRADE LEVEL
      SSCPQQ3 PROMOTION OF C
      SSGGEO14 GR LEVEL:END OF 1966-67
      SSGGEO24 GR LEVEL:END 1967-68
      SSGMO34 GR LEVEL,MIDDLE 1968-69
      SSGGEO19 GR LEVEL:END OF 1967
      SSGGEO29 GR LEVEL:END OF 1968
      SSGGE039 GR LEVEL:END OF 1969
c. MOBILITY

SSMSLO11 PREVIOUS SCHOOL
SSMSLO21 SAME SCH AS BEFORE
SSMAPQQ6 ACTIVE-PURGE CODE
SSMQQQ2 EARLY TO MIDDLE 1ST GR MOBILITY CODE
SSMQQQ3 MIDDLE TO END 1ST GR MOBILITY CODE
SSMSAO19 NM SCH'S ATTENDED BY END OF 1967
SSMSAO29 NM SCH'S ATTENDED BY END OF 1968
SSMSAO39 NM SCH'S ATTENDED BY END OF 1969
SSMSAO49 NM SCH'S ATTENDED BY END OF 1970
SSMSAO59 NM SCH'S ATTENDED BY END OF 1971
SSMSAO69 NM SCH'S ATTENDED BY END OF 1972
SSMSAO79 NM SCH'S ATTENDED BY END OF 1973
SSMSAO89 NM SCH'S ATTENDED BY END OF 1974
SSMSAO99 NM SCH'S ATTENDED BY END OF 1975
SSMSEO14 SCH:END 1966-67
SSMSEO24 SCH AT END 1967-68
SSMSMO34 SCH AT MID 1968-69
SSMTR014 NM SCH TRANSFERS:1966-67
SSMTR024 NM SCH TRANSFERS:1967-68
SSMTR034 NM SCH TRANSFERS:1968-69

C. PEER GROUPS

1. CHARACTERISTICS OF FRIENDS
2. SOCIAL INTERACTION

D. CHILD'S WORK
IV. OUTCOMES

A. SOCIAL ADAPTATIONAL STATUS

1. FAMILY

FPVVC011 M1 R TRUSTS C TO DO WHAT R TELLS HIM
FPVVC021 M1 HOW COMPETENT IS C FOR A CHILD C'S AGE
FPVVC031 M1 MOCA-1 SHY
FPVVC041 M1 MOCA-1 AGGRESSIVENESS
FPVVC051 M1 MOCA-1 IMMATURE
FPVVC061 M1 MOCA-1 UNDERACHIEVEMENT
FPVVC071 M1 MOCA-1 RESTLESSNESS
PYCBMO11 M1 MOCA-1 SHY
PYCBMO21 M1 MOCA-1 AGGRESSIVENESS
PYCBMO31 M1 MOCA-1 IMMATURE
PYCBMO41 M1 MOCA-1 UNDERACHIEVEMENT
PYCBMO51 M1 MOCA-1 RESTLESSNESS
PYCBMO61 M1 HOW R FEELS C IS DOING GROWING UP
FPVVC081 M1 WORD PAIRS: C IS TALL--SHORT
FPVVC091 M1 WORD PAIRS: C IS STRONG--WEAK
FPVVC101 M1 WORD PAIRS: C IS TIMID--BOLD
FPVVC111 M1 WORD PAIRS: C IS GOOD--BAD
FPVVC121 M1 WORD PAIRS: C IS SMART--DUMB
FPVVC131 M1 WORD PAIRS: C IS NOISY--QUIET
FPVVC141 M1 WORD PAIRS: C IS HELP--NUISANCE
FPVVC151 M1 WORD PAIRS: C IS DISOBEDIENT--OBEIDENT
FPVVC161 M1 WORD PAIRS: C IS GOOD LOOKING--NOT G L
FPVVC171 M1 WORD PAIRS: C IS LIKEABLE--UNLIKEABLE
FPVVC181 M1 WORD PAIRS: C IS RESPECTFUL--DISRESPECTF
PYCBMO15 M12 MOCA-F SHY
PYCBMO25 M12 MOCA-F AGGRESSIVENESS
PYCBMO35 M12 MOCA-F IMMATURE
PYCBMO45 M12 MOCA-F UNDERACHIEVEMENT
2. SCHOOL

a. TEACHER OBSERVATIONS OF CLASSROOM ADAPTATION--TOCA

SSSCQQ1 TOCAE-1 SHY
SSSCQQ2 TOCAM-1 SHY
SSSCQQ3 TOCAN-1 SHY
SSSCQQ4 TOCA-3 SHYNES$ *

SSSAQQ1 TOCAE-1 AGGRESSIVENESS
SSSAQQ2 TOCAM-1 AGGRESSIVENESS
SSSAQQ3 TOCAN-1 AGGRESSIVENESS *
SSSAQQ4 TOCA-3 AGGRESSIVENESS

SSMAQQ1 TOCAE-1 IMMATURETY
SSMAQQ2 TOCAM-1 IMMATURETY
SSMAQQ3 TOCAN-1 IMMATURETY
SSMAQQ4 TOCA-3 IMMATURETY

SSCAQQ1 TOCAE-1 UNDERACHIEVEMENT ✓
SSCAQQ2 TOCAM-1 UNDERACHIEVEMENT ✓
SSCAQQ3 TOCAN-1 UNDERACHIEVEMENT ✓
SSCAQQ4 TOCA-3 UNDERACHIEVEMENT

SSCNQQ1 TOCAE-1 RESTLESSNESS
SSCNQQ2 TOCAM-1 RESTLESSNESS
SSCNQQ3 TOCAN-1 RESTLESSNESS
SSCNQQ4 TOCA-3 RESTLESSNESS

SSGLQQ1 TOCAE-1 GLOBAL
SSGLQQ2 TOCAM-1 GLOBAL
SSGLQQ3 TOCAN-1 GLOBAL
SSGLQQ4 TOCA-3 GLOBAL

SSITQQ4 TOCAN TAKEN FROM SASWPBRS ON STOR03

SSGDDQQ1 DATE DATA OBTAINED
b. IQ

1) FIRST GRADE
   SSIQFO01 IQ 1ST GR
   SSIQTQ01 IQ--TYPE OF FORM
   SSIQFO04 1ST GR K-A IQ

2) THIRD GRADE
   a) ADMINISTERED BY WOODLAWN MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
      SSSDTQ04 DATE OF WMHC IQ
      SSIIQQ04 WMHC IQ SCORE, 3RD GR
      SSIPCO04 WMHC IQ PROCTOR CODE
      SSITAO04 AGE AT DATE OF WMHC IQ
      SSITAO24 AGE, TO NEAREST QUARTER. AT WMHC IQ
      SSITCQ04 WMHC IQ TESTER CODE
      SSITSQ04 WMHC IQ TEST SCORES
      SSITSQ24 WMHC IQ TOTAL RAW SCORE
      SSITTQ04 WMHC IQ TEST FORM
      SSVQQ004 WMHC 3RDGR: TIMES TESTER TESTED K-A IQ
      SSVQQ024 WMHC 3RDGR: TIMES PROCTOR TESTED K-A IQ
   b) ADMINISTERED BY CHICAGO PUBLIC SCHOOLS
      SSIQTO24 K-A IQ 3RD GR FROM DECK 104
      SSIQPO04 IQ PERCENTILE
      SSIQSO04 IQ STANINE
c. GRADES

1) FIRST GRADE

  SSIGAO11 1STGR SEM 1ARITHMETIC;PAR:NUMBER WORK
  SSIGAO21 1STGR SEM 2ARITHMETIC;PAR:NUMBER WORK
  SSIGCO11 1STGR SEM 1CONDUCT;PAR IS BLANK
  SSIGCO21 1STGR SEM 2CONDUCT;PAR IS BLANK
  SSIGLO11 1STGR SEM 1ORAL LANGUAGE;PAR:ORL RDNG
  SSIGLO21 1STGR SEM 2ORAL LANGUAGE;PAR:ORL RDNG
  SSIGNO11 1STGR SEM 1SCIENCE;PAR:CONDUCT
  SSIGNO21 1STGR SEM 2SCIENCE;PAR:CONDUCT
  SSIGRO11 1STGR SEM 1READING;PAR:CHR'N DOCTRINE
  SSIGRO21 1STGR SEM 2READING;PAR:CHR'N DOCTRINE
  SSIGSO11 1STGR SEM 1SOCIAL STUDIES;PAR:HANDWRIT
  SSIGSO21 1STGR SEM 2SOCIAL STUDIES;PAR:HANDWRIT
  SSIGWO11 1STGR SEM 1HANDWRITING;PAR:LANGUAGE
  SSIGWO21 1STGR SEM 2HANDWRITING;PAR:LANGUAGE
  SSIGMO14 END 1STGR GRADE MATH;PAR:ORL LANGUAGE
  SSIGRO14 END 1STGR GRADE READING;PAR:ORL RDNG
  SSIGSO14 END 1STGR GRADE SPELLING;PAR:NM WORK
  SSIGTO14 END 1STGR GRADE SPEAKING;PAR:SPELLING
  SSIGWO14 END 1STGR GRADE WRITING;PAR:HANDWRIT

2) SECOND GRADE

  SSIGMO24 END 1967-68 GRADE MATH;PAR:ORL LANGUAG
  SSIGRO24 END 1967-68 GRADE READING;PAR:ORL RDNG
SSIGSO24 END 1967-68 GRADESPELLNG;PAR:NM WORK
SSIGTO24 END 1967-68 GRADEPSPKING;PAR:SPELLNG
SSIGWO24 END 1967-68 GRADEWRTING;PAR:HANDWRIT

3) THIRD GRADE
SSIGMO34 MID 1968-69 GRADEMAT:PAR:ORL LANGUAG
SSIGRO34 MID 1968-69 GRADEREADING;PAR:ORL RDNG
SSIGSO34 MID 1968-69 GRADEPSPKING;PAR:NM WORK
SSIGTO34 MID 1968-69 GRADEPSPKING;PAR:SPELLNG
SSIGWO34 MID 1968-68 GRADWRITING;PAR:HANDWRIT

d. ACHIEVEMENT TESTS

1) FIRST GRADE
SSIMTOQ1 MAT READINESS TEST 1ST GR
SSIMFQ04 1STGR METROPOLITAN READINESS
SSIAMO14 1STGR 1967 ACHIEVEMENT:MAT;PAR BLANK
SSIAARO14 1STGR 1967 ACHIEVEMENT:RDING;PAR BLANK

2) SECOND GRADE
SSIAARO24 2NDGR 1968 ACHIEVEMENT:RDING;PAR BLANK
SSIAMO24 2NDGR 1969 ACHIEVEMENT:MAT;PAR BLANK

3) THIRD GRADE
a) ADMINISTERED BY WOODLAWN MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SSIBDOQ4 DATE OF WMHC 3RDGR TESTNG
SSIDBOQ4 WMHC 3RDGR TESTNG:ENROLLMENT DATE
SSIMAO14 MAT FORM A RAW SCORE:WORD KNOWLEDGE
SSIMAO24 MAT FORM A RAW SCORE:WORD DISCRIMINATION
SSIMAO34 MAT FORM A RAW SCORE:READING
SSIMAO44 MAT FORM A RAW SCORE:LANGUAGE, PART A
SSIMAO54 MAT FORM A RAW SCORE:LANGUAGE, PART B
SSIMAO64 MAT FORM A RAW SCORE:LANGUAGE--TOTAL
SSIMAO74 MAT FORM A RAW SCORE:ARITHMET COMPUTATION
SSIMA114 MAT FORM A STANDARD SCORE:WORD KNOWLEDGE
SSIMA124 MAT FORM A STNDRD SCOR:WORD DISCRIMINATN
SSIMA134 MAT FORM A STNORD --JR:READING
SSIMA144 MAT FORM A STNORD SCOR:LANGUAGE--PART A
SSIMA154 MAT FORM A STNORD SCOR:LANGUAGE--PART B
SSIMA164 MAT FORM A STNORD SCOR:LANGUAGE--TOTAL
SSIMA174 MAT FORM A STNORD SCOR:ARITHMET COMPUTATN
SSIMA214 MAT FORM A STANINE:WORD KNOWLEDGE
SSIMA224 MAT FORM A STANINE:WORD DISCRIMINATION
SSIMA234 MAT FORM A STANINE:READING
SSIMA264 MAT FORM A STANINE:LANGUAGE--TOTAL
SSIMA274 MAT FORM A STANINE:ARITHMETIC COMPUTATION
SSIMA314 MAT FORM A PRCENTILE:WORD KNOWLEDGE
SSIMA324 MAT FORM A PRCENTILE:WORD DISCRIMINATION
SSIMA334 MAT FORM A PRCENTILE:READING
SSIMA364 MAT FORM A PRCENTILE:LANGUAGE--TOTAL
SSIMA374 MAT FORM A PRCENTILE:ARITHMETIC
SSIMA414 MAT FORM A GR EQUIVALENT:WORD KNOWLEDGE
SSIMA424 MAT FORM A GR EQUIVALENT:WORD DISCRIMINATN
SSIMA434 MAT FORM A GR EQUIVALENT:READING
SSIMA464 MAT FORM A GR EQUIVALENT:LANGUAGE--TOTAL
SSIMA474 MAT FORM A GR EQUIVALENT:ARITHMETIC
SSIQDQ04 DATE OF WMC MAT
SSIQKQ04 MAT FORM A PROCTOR CODE
SSIQTO14 MAT FORM A TESTER CODE

b) ADMINISTERED BY CHICAGO PUBLIC SCHOOLS
SSIQAQ03 SCHOOL LEARNING ABILITY 3RD GR ONLY
SSIAMO34 3RDGR 1969 ACHIEVEMENT:MAT:PAR BLANK
SSIARO34 3RDGR 1969 ACHIEVEMENT:RDING:PAR BLANK
SSIMA514 MAT FORM B:GR EQUIV:WORD KNOWLEDGE
SSIMA524 MAT FORM B:GR EQUIV:WORK DISCIPLINE
SSIMA564 MAT FORM B:GR EQUIV:LANGUAGE
SSIMA574 MAT FORM B:GR EQUIV:ARITHMET COMPUT
4) SEVENTH GRADE

SSIDA07 7THGR ACH GRADE
SSIDA167 7THGR ACH SEMESTER
SSIAAO07 7THGR ACH ACTIVITY
SSIAAO17 7THGR ACH ARITH PROBL SOLV STANDRD SCOR
SSIAAO27 7THGR ACH ARITH PROBL SOLV GR EQUIV
SSIAAO37 7THGR ACH ARITH PROBL SOLV PERCENTILE
SSIAAO47 7THGR ACH ARITH PROBL SOLV STANINE
SSIAAC017 7THGR ACH CAPITALIZATION STANDARD SCORE
SSIAAC027 7THGR ACH CAPITALIZATION GR EQUIV
SSIAAC037 7THGR ACH CAPITALIZATION PERCENTILE
SSIAAC047 7THGR ACH CAPITALIZATION STANINE RANK
SSIAAOE017 7THGR ACH REFERENC MATER STANDARD SCORE
SSIAAOE027 7THGR ACH REFERENC MATERIAL GR EQUIV
SSIAAOE037 7THGR ACH REFERENCE MATERIAL PERCENTILE
SSIAAOE047 7THGR ACH REFERENCE MATERIAL STANINE
SSIAAG017 7THGR ACH GRAPH RDING STANDARD SCORE
SSIAAG027 7THGR ACH GRAPH RDING GR EQUIV
SSIAAG037 7THGR ACH GRAPH RDING PERCENTILE RANK
SSIAAG047 7THGR ACH GRAPH RDING STANINE RANK
SSIAAC017 7THGR ACH ARITH CONCEPTS STANDARD SCORE
SSIAAC027 7THGR ACH ARITH CONCEPTS GR EQUIV
SSIAAC037 7THGR ACH ARITH CONCEPTS PERCENTILE
SSIAAC047 7THGR ACH ARITH CONCEPTS STANINE RANK
SSIALO017 7THGR ACH LANGUAGE,TOTAL STANDARD SCORE
SSIALO027 7THGR ACH LANGUAGE,TOTAL GR EQUIV
SSIALO037 7THGR ACH LANGUAGE,TOTAL PERCENTILE
5) EIGHTH GRADE

SSIAVO37 7THGR ACH VOCABULARY PERCENTILE RANK
SSIAVO47 7THGR ACH VOCABULARY STANINE RANK
SSIAWO17 7THGR ACH WORK SKILLS TOT STANDARD SCORE
SSIAWO27 7THGR ACH WORK SKILLS TOT GR EQUIV
SSIAWO37 7THGR ACH WORK SKILLS TOT PERCENTILE
SSIAWO47 7THGR ACH WORK SKILLS TOT STANINE RANK
SSIAXO17 7THGR ACH TEST FORM
SSIAXO27 7THGR ACH TEST LEVEL
SSIAXO37 7THGR ACH TEST DATE
SSIAXO47 7THGR ACH TEST CODE

SSIAFQ08
SSSIDO68 8THGR ACH GRADE LEVEL
SSSID168 8THGR ACH SEMESTER
SSIAAO18 8THGR ACH ARITH PROBL SOLV STANDARD SCORE
SSIAAO28 8THGR ACH ARITH PROBL SOLV GR EQUIV
SSIAAO38 8THGR ACH ARITH PROBL SOLV PERCENTILE
SSIAAO48 8THGR ACH ARITH PROBL SOLV STANINE
SSIAAC018 8THGR ACH CAPITALIZATION STANDARD SCORE
SSIAAC028 8THGR ACH CAPITALIZATION GR EQUIV
SSIAAC038 8THGR ACH CAPITALIZATION PERCENTILE.
SSIAAC048 8THGR ACH CAPITALIZATION STANINE RANK
SSIAEO18 8THGR ACH REFERENCE MATER STANDARD SCORE
SSIAEO28 8THGR ACH REFERENCE MATERIAL GR EQUIV
SSIAEO38 8THGR ACH REFERENCE MATERIAL PERCENTILE
SSIAEO48 8THGR ACH REFERENCE MATERIAL STANINE
SSIAGO18 8THGR ACH GRAPH RDING STANDARD SCORE
SSIAGO28 8THGR ACH GRAPH RDING GR EQUIV
SSIAGO38 8THGR ACH GRAPH RDING PERCENTILE
SSIAGO48 8THGR ACH GRAPH RDING STANINE RANK
SSIAIO18 8THGR ACH ARITH CONCEPTS STANDARD SCORE
SSIAUO18 8TH GR ACH USAGE STANDARD SCORE
SSIAUO28 8TH GR ACH USAGE GR EQUIV
SSIAUO38 8TH GR ACH USAGE PERCENTILE RANK
SSIAUO48 8TH GR ACH USAGE STANINE RANK
SSIAVO18 8TH GR ACH VOCABULARY STANDARD SCORE
SSIAVO28 8TH GR ACH VOCABULARY GR EQUIV
SSIAVO38 8TH GR ACH VOCABULARY PERCENTILE RANK
SSIAVO48 8TH GR ACH VOCABULARY STANINE RANK
SSIAW018 8TH GR ACH WORK SKILLS TOT STANDARD SCORE
SSIAW028 8TH GR ACH WORK SKILLS TOT GR EQUIV
SSIAW038 8TH GR ACH WORK SKILLS TOT PERCENTILE
SSIAW048 8TH GR ACH WORK SKILLS TOT STANINE
SSIAX018 8TH GR ACH TEST FORM
SSIAX028 8TH GR ACH TEST LEVEL
SSIAX038 8TH GR ACH TEST DATE
SSIAX048 8TH GR ACH TEST CODE

e. ABSENTEEISM
  SSABSQ01 DAYS PRESENT: SEMESTERS 1 AND 2 1ST GR
  SSAFSQ01 DAYS PRESENT: SEMESTER 1 1ST GR
  SSASSQ01 DAYS PRESENT: SEMESTER 2 1ST GR
  SSALQ016 WH: NM DAYS C ABSENT FROM SCH LAST YR
  SSALQ026 WH: NM CLASSES C SKIPS IN AVERAGE WEEK

f. GRADUATION STATUS

3. PEER GROUP
4. OPPOSITE SEX, INTIMATE SOCIAL FIELD
   a. SEXUAL ATTITUDES
   b. SEXUAL BEHAVIOR
5. SOCIETY AND THE LAW
   a. ALCOHOL, DRUG, AND CIGARETTE USE
      1) CHILD--AGE AT FIRST USE, LAST 2 MNS, EVER
         a) BEER OR WINE
b) HARD LIQUOR
SDCLA016 WH: LAST2MN HARD LIQUOR
SDCAQ036 WH: AGE FIRST DRANK HARD LIQUOR
SDCEA016 WH: EVER HARD LIQUOR OR WHISKEY
SDMCQ015 MI2 C USES HARD LIQUOR

c) MARIJUANA
SDCLA026 WH: LAST2MN MARIJUANA, HASHISH
SDCAQ046 WH: AGE FIRST SMOKED MARIJUANA
SDCEA026 WH: EVER MARIJUANA, HASHISH
SDMCQ025 MI2 C USES MARIJUANA, HASHISH

d) OPIATES AND OTHER DRUGS
SDCLU036 WH: LAST2MN LSD, OTHER PSYCHEDELICS
SDCLU046 WH: LAST2MN UPPERS, METHEDREN, AMPHETAMINS
SDCLU076 WH: LAST2MN DOWNS, BARBITURATE UNPRESCR
SDCLU086 WH: LAST2MN COCAINE
SDCLU096 WH: LAST2MN HEROIN, METHADN, OPIUM, MORPHIN
SDCLU116 WH: LAST2MN GLUE, GAS, OTHER INHALANTS
SDCLU136 WH: LAST2MN TRANQUILIZERS UNPRESCRIBED
SDCLU146 WH: LAST2MN COUGH SYRUP, CODEINE UNPRESCR
SDCAQ056 WH: AGE FIRST TRIED A "HARD" DRUG
SDCEU036 WH: EVER LSD, OTHER PSYCHEDELICS
SDCEU046 WH: EVER UPPERS, METHEDRINE, AMPHETAMINES
SDCEU076 WH: EVER DOWNS, BARBITURATE UNPRESCRIBED
SDCEU086 WH: EVER COCAINE
SDCEU096 WH: EVER HEROIN, METHADONE, OPIUM, MORPHINE
SDCEU116 WH: EVER GLUE, GAS, OTHER INHALANTS
SDCEU136 WH: EVER TRANQUILIZERS UNPRESCRIBED
SDCEU146  WHEN COUGH SYRUP, CODEINE UNPRESCRIBED
SDMCQ0035  MI2 C USES LSD, PSYCHEDELICS
SDMCQ0465  MI2 C USES UPERS UNPRESCRIBED
SDMCQ055  MI2 C USES UPERS PRESCRIBED
SDMCQ065  MI2 C USES DOWNERS, TRANQUILIZERS UNPRESCRIB
SDMCQ075  MI2 C USES DOWNERS, TRANQUILIZERS PRESCRIBED
SDMCQ085  MI2 C USES COCAINE
SDMCQ095  MI2 C USES HEROIN, MEHADONE, OPIATES
SDMCQ115  MI2 C USES GLUE, GAS, INHALANTS

e) CIGARETTES
SDCAOQ16  WHEN FIRST SMOKED A CIGARETTE
SDCEA126  WHEN OFTEN SMOKE CIGARETTES
SDMCQ125  MI2 C USES CIGARETTES

2) PARENT
a) BEER OR WINE--LAST 12 MONTHS
SDMMQ105  MI2 R USES BEER OR WINE
SDMAQ105  MI2 HUSB, O-A USES BEER, WINE
b) HARD LIQUOR--LAST 12 MONTHS
SDMMQ015  MI2 R USES HARD LIQUOR
SDMAQ015  MI2 HUSB, O-A USES HARD LIQUOR
c) MARIJUANA--LAST 12 MONTHS
SDMMAQ25  MI2 R USES MARIJUANA, HASHISH
SDMAQ25  MI2 HUSB, O-A USES MARIJ, HASHISH
d) OPIATES AND OTHER DRUGS--LAST 12 MONTHS
SDMMQ035  MI2 R USES LSD, PSYCHEDELICS
SDMAQ035  MI2 HUSB, O-A USES LSD, PSYCHEDELICS
SDMMQ045  MI2 R USES UPERS, AMPHET, METH UNPRESCRIBED
SDMAQ045  MI2 HUSB, O-A USES UPERS UNPRESCRIBED
SDMMQ055  MI2 R USES UPERS, AMPHET, METH PRESCRIBED
SDMAQ055  MI2 HUSB, O-A USES UPERS PRESCRIBED
SDMMQ065  MI2 R USES DOWNERS, BARB, TRANQ UNPRESCRIBED
SDMAQ085 M12 HUSB,0-A USES DOWNERS UNPRESCRIBED
SDMQQ075 M12 R USES DOWNERS,BARB,TRANQ PRESCRIBED
SDMAQ075 M12 HUSB,0-A USES DOWNERS PRESCRIBED
SDMQQ085 M12 R USES COCAINE
SDMAQ085 M12 HUSB,0-A USES COCAINE
SDMQQ095 M12 R USES HEROIN,METHADONE,OPIATE
SDMAQ095 M12 HUSB,0-A USES HEROIN,METHADONE,OPIATES
SDMQQ115 M12 R USES GLUE,GAS,INHALANTS
SDMAQ115 M12 HUSB,0-A USES GLUE,GAS,INHALANTS
e) CIGARETTES--LAST 12 MONTHS
SDMQQ125 M12 R USES CIGARETTES
SDMAQ125 M12 HUSB,0-A USES CIGARETTES

3) OLDER SIBLING
a) BEER OR WINE--LAST 12 MONTHS
SDMKQ105 M12 OLDER SIBLINGS USE BEER,WINE
b) HARD LIQUOR--LAST 12 MONTHS
SDMKQ015 M12 OLDER SIBLINGS USE HARD LIQUOR
c) MARIJUANA--LAST 12 MONTHS
SDMKQ025 M12 OLDER SIBLINGS USE MARIJUANA,HASHISH
d) OPIATES AND OTHER DRUGS--LAST 12 MONTHS
SDMKQ035 M12 OLDER SIBLINGS USE PSYCHEDELICS
SDMKQ045 M12 OLDER SIBLINGS USE UPPERS UNPRESCRIBED
SDMKQ055 M12 OLDER SIBLINGS USE UPPERS PRESCRIBED
SDMKQ065 M12 OLDER SIBLINGS USE DOWNERS UNPRESCRIBED
SDMKQ075 M12 OLDER SIBLINGS USE DOWNERS PRESCRIBED
SDMKQ085 M12 OLDER SIBLINGS USE COCAINE
SDMKQ095 M12 OLDER SIBLINGS USE HEROIN,METHADON,OPIAT
e) CIGARETTES--LAST 12 MONTHS
SDMKQ115 M12 OLDER SIBLINGS USE CIGARETTES

4) NUMBER OF CLOSE FRIENDS
a) BEER OR WINE--EVER
SDMCF105 MI2 R:NM C'S CLO'S FRENS HAV USED BEER, WINE

b) HARD LIQUR--EVER
SDMCF015 MI2 R:NM C'S CLO'S FRENS HAVE USED LIQUR

c) MARIJUANA--EVER
SDMCF025 MI2 R:NM C'S CLO'S FRENS HAVE USED MARIJUAN

d) CIGARETTES--EVER
SDMCF125 MI2 R:NM C'S CLO'S FRENS HAVE USED CIGARETS

b. DELINQUENCY

1) DELINQUENT BEHAVIOR: JOHNSTON SCALE

SDMCO015 MI2 C STAYED OUT LATER THAN PARENTS SAID
SDMCO025 MI2 C GOT INTO SERIOUS FIGHT W STUDNT AT SCH
SDMCO035 MI2 C RAN AWAY FROM HOME
SDMCO045 MI2 C WENT IN HOUSE, BUILDING: WASN'T SUPPOSED TO
SDMCO055 MI2 C WAS SUSPENDED, EXPELLED FROM SCH
SDMCO065 MI2 C GOT SOMETHING BY THREATENING SOMEONE
SDMCO075 MI2 C ARGUED, FOUGHT W EITHER PARENT
SDMCO085 MI2 C GOT INTO TROUBLE W POLICE
SDMCO095 MI2 C HURT SOMEONE: NEEDED BANDAGE, DOCTOR
SDMCO105 MI2 C DAMAGED SCH PROPRTY ON PURPOSE
SDMCO115 MI2 C TOOK SOMETHING FROM STORE & DIDN'T PAY
SDMCO125 MI2 C HIT TEACHER
SDMCO135 MI2 C DRANK BEER, LIQUR WITHOUT PARENTS PERMIS'
SDMCO145 MI2 C SMOKE IN SCH
SDMCO155 MI2 C CARRIED A WEAPON
SDMCO165 MI2 C TOOK CAR NOT FAMIL, NOT PERMITTED BY OWNER
SDMCO175 MI2 C TOOK PART OF SOMEONE'S CAR
SDMCO185 MI2 C PARTICIPATED IN GANG FIGHT
SDMCO195 MI2 C TOOK SOMETHING NOT BELONGING TO C
SDMCO205 MI2 C HAD TO BRING PARENTS TO SCH
SDMCO215 MI2 C SKIPPED DAY AT SCH & NO REAL EXCUSE
SADCOQ16 WH: LAST3YR STAYD OUT LATR TH PARNT SAID
SADCOQ26 WH: LAST3YR SERIUS FIGHT W STUDNT AT SCH
SADCOQ36 WH: LAST3YR RUN AWAY FROM HOME
SADCOQ46 WH: LAST3YR TRESPASSED
SADCOQ56 WH: LAST3YR SUSPENDED FROM SCH
SADCOQ66 WH: LAST3YR GOT SOMETHING BY THREATENING
SADCOQ76 WH: LAST3YR ARGUED OR FOUGHT W PARENTS
SADCOQ86 WH: LAST3YR TROUBLE W POLICE
SADCOQ96 WH: LAST3YR HURT SOMON: NEED BANDG, DOCTR
SADCOQ106 WH: LAST3YR DAMAGD SCH PROPRTY ON PURPOS
SADCOQ116 WH: LAST3YR STOLE OR SHOPLIFTD FROM STOR
SADCOQ126 WH: LAST3YR HIT A TEACHER
SADCOQ136 WH: LAST3YR USE BEER, WINE & NO PARNT PERMI
SADCOQ146 WH: LAST3YR SMOKED IN SCH
SADCOQ156 WH: LAST3YR CARRIED A WEAPON
SADCOQ166 WH: LAST3YR TOOK NONFAMILY CAR & NO PERMISS
SADCOQ176 WH: LAST3YR TOOK PART OF CAR & NO PERMISSN
SADCOQ186 WH: LAST3YR PARTICIPATED IN GANG FIGHT
SADCOQ206 WH: LAST3YR PARNTS TO SCH: HAD DONE SOMTH
SADCOQ216 WH: LAST3YR SKIPPED SCH & NO REAL EXCUSE
SADCOQ226 WH: LAST3YR TAKEN SOMETHING NOT BELONGING
SADCOQ236 WH: LAST3YR HIT FATHER
SADCOQ246 WH: LAST3YR HIT MOTHER
SADCOQ906 DEL TAKEN FROM SASPWBR'S ON STOR09

2) TROUBLE WITH POLICE
SAPCQ016 WH: DISORDERLY CONDUCT
SAPCQ026 WH: RUN AWAY
SAPCQ036 WH: TRUANCY
SAPCQ046 WH: CURFEW VIOLATION
SAPCQ056 WH: LARCENY OR THEFT
SAPCQ066 WH: BURGLARY, BREAKING AND ENTERING
B. PSYCHOLOGICAL WELL-BEING

1. PSYCHOPATHOLOGY
   a. CHILD
      1) MOTHER SYMPTOM INVENTORY
         PYCMAO11 MI 1 MSI-1 AFRAID OF PEOPLE
         PYCMAO21 MI 1 MSI-1 AFRAID OF BEING ALONE
         PYCMAO31 MI 1 MSI-1 AFRAID TO GO TO SCHOOL
         PYCMBO11 MI 1 MSI-1 RUNS TO BATHROOM CONSTANTLY
         PYCMBO21 MI 1 MSI-1 WETS BED
         PYCMBO31 MI 1 MSI-1 WETS SELF DURING DAY
         PYCMBO41 MI 1 MSI-1 BOWEL MOVEMENT ACCIDENTS: LAST YR
         PYCMCO11 MI 1 MSI-1 HEADACHES: DOCTOR FINDS NO WRONG
         PYCMCO21 MI 1 MSI-1 STOMACH-ACHES: DOCTOR FINDS NO WRNG
         PYCMCO31 MI 1 MSI-1 VOMITING: DOCTOR FINDS NO WRONG
         PYCMCO41 MI 1 MSI-1 ACHESSPAINS: DOCTOR FINDS NO WRONG
         PYCMCO51 MI 1 MSI-1 LOOSE BOWELS: DOCTOR FINDS NO WRONG
         PYCMEO11 MI 1 MSI-1 PICKY AND FINICKY ABOUT FOOD
         PYCMEO21 MI 1 MSI-1 UNDERWEIGHT
         PYCMEO31 MI 1 MSI-1 OVERWEIGHT
         PYCMFO11 MI 1 MSI-1 KEEPS ANGER TO HIMSELF
         PYCMFO21 MI 1 MSI-1 LETS SELF BE PUSHED AROUND
         PYCMIO11 MI 1 MSI-1 SUCKS THUMB
         PYCMIO21 MI 1 MSI-1 CLINGS TO PARENTS OR OTHER ADULTS
         PYCMMO11 MI 1 MSI-1 MUSCLES GET STIFF AND RIGID
         PYCMMO21 MI 1 MSI-1 TWITCHES AND JERKS, ETC
         PYCMMO31 MI 1 MSI-1 BODY SHAKES
         PYCMNO11 MI 1 MSI-1 BITES OR PICKS NAILS
         PYCMNO21 MI 1 MSI-1 CHEWS ON CLOTHES, ETC
PYCMNO31 MI 1 MSI-1 PICKS AT THINGS: HAIR, CLOTHING, ETC
PYCMSO11 MI 1 MSI-1 RESTLESS OR AWAKENS AT NIGHT
PYCMSO21 MI 1 MSI-1 HAS NIGHTMARES
PYCMSO31 MI 1 MSI-1 AFRAID OF NEW SITUATIONS
PYCMTQ11 MI 1 MSI-1 STUTTERS
PYCMTQ21 MI 1 MSI-1 DOESN'T STUTTER, SPEAKS UNCLEARLY
PYCMWO11 MI 1 MSI-1 WORRIES ABOUT ILLNESS AND DEATH
PYCMWO21 MI 1 MSI-1 LOOKS SAD
PYCMWO31 MI 1 MSI-1 CRIES FOR UNEXPLAINED REASONS
PYCMXO11 MI 1 MSI-1 PLAYS WITH OWN SEX ORGANS
PYCMXO21 MI 1 MSI-1 SEX PLAY WITH OTHER CHILDREN
PYCMZO11 MI 1 MSI-1 LOOKS STONY-FACED
PYCMZO21 MI 1 MSI-1 WEIRD, ODD, STRANGE MOVEMENTS, LOOKS
PYCMZO31 MI 1 MSI-1 SAYS WEIRD, ODD, STRANGE THINGS

3) DIRECT CLINICAL OBSERVATION
PYCDA101 DCOE-1 FEMALE-RATED ANXIETY
PYCDA103 DCON-1 FEMALE-RATED ANXIETY
PYCDA201 DCOE-1 MALE-RATED ANXIETY
PYCDA203 DCON-1 MALE-RATED ANXIETY
PYCDB101 DCOE-1 FEMALE-RATED BIZARRENESS
PYCDB103 DCON-1 FEMALE-RATED BIZARRENESS
PYCDB201 DCOE-1 MALE-RATED BIZARRENESS
PYCDB203 DCON-1 MALE-RATED BIZARRENESS
PYCDCO11 DCOE-1 CONSENSUS RATING -- FLATNESS
PYCDCO13 DCON-1 CONSENSUS RATING -- FLATNESS
PYCDCO21 DCOE-1 CONSENSUS RATING -- DEPRESSION
PYCDCO23 DCON-1 CONSENSUS RATING -- DEPRESSION
PYCDCO31 DCOE-1 CONSENSUS RATING -- ANXIETY
PYCDCO33 DCON-1 CONSENSUS RATING -- ANXIETY
PYCDCO41 DCOE-1 CONSENSUS RATING -- HYPERKINESIS
PYCDCO43 DCON-1 CONSENSUS RATING -- HYPERKINESIS
PYCDCO51 DCOE-1 CONSENSUS RATING--BIZARRENESS
PYCDCO53 DCOE-1 CONSENSUS RATING: BIZARRENESS
PYCDCO61 DCOE-1 CONSENSUS RATING--GLOBAL
PYCDCO63 DCOE-1 CONSENSUS RATING: GLOBAL
PYCDD001 DCOE-1 DATE RATINGS WERE MADE
PYCDD003 DCOE-1 DATE RATINGS WERE MADE
PYCDD101 DCOE-1 FEMALE-RATED DEPRESSION
PYCDD103 DCOE-1 FEMALE-RATED DEPRESSION
PYCDD201 DCOE-1 MALE-RATED DEPRESSION
PYCDD203 DCOE-1 MALE-RATED DEPRESSION
PYCDF101 DCOE-1 FEMALE-RATED FLATNESS
PYCDF103 DCOE-1 FEMALE-RATED FLATNESS
PYCDF201 DCOE-1 MALE-RATED FLATNESS
PYCDF203 DCOE-1 MALE-RATED FLATNESS
PYCDG101 DCOE-1 FEMALE-RATED GLOBAL
PYCDG103 DCOE-1 FEMALE-RATED GLOBAL
PYCDG201 DCOE-1 MALE-RATED GLOBAL
PYCDG203 DCOE-1 MALE-RATED GLOBAL
PYCDH101 DCOE-1 FEMALE-RATED HYPERKINESIS
PYCDH103 DCOE-1 FEMALE-RATED HYPERKINESIS
PYCDH201 DCOE-1 MALE-RATED HYPERKINESIS
PYCDH203 DCOE-1 MALE-RATED HYPERKINESIS
PYCDI011 DCOE-1 INDEX OF ILLNESS: FLATNESS
PYCDI013 DCOE-1 INDEX OF ILLNESS: FLATNESS
PYCDI021 DCOE-1 INDEX OF ILLNESS: DEPRESSION
PYCDI023 DCOE-1 INDEX OF ILLNESS: DEPRESSION
PYCDI031 DCOE-1 INDEX OF ILLNESS: ANXIETY
PYCDI033 DCOE-1 INDEX OF ILLNESS: ANXIETY
PYCDI041 DCOE-1 INDEX OF ILLNESS: HYPERKINESIS
PYCDI043 DCOE-1 INDEX OF ILLNESS: HYPERKINESIS
PYCDI051 DCOE-1 INDEX OF ILLNESS: BIZARRENESS
2) TEACHER SYMPTOM INVENTORY

PYCTBO11 TSIE-1 LOOKS STONY-FACED & ZOMBIE-LIKE
PYCTBO12 TSIM-1 LOOKS STONY-FACED & ZOMBIE-LIKE
PYCTBO13 TSIN-1 LOOKS STONY-FACED & ZOMBIE-LIKE
PYCTBO14 TSI-3 LOOKS STONY-FACED & ZOMBIE-LIKE
PYCTBO21 TSIE-1 STRANGE, WIERD MOVEMENTS, LOOKS
PYCTBO22 TSIM-1 STRANGE, WIERD MOVEMENTS, LOOKS
PYCTBO23 TSIN-1 STRANGE, WIERD MOVEMENTS, LOOKS
PYCTBO24 TSI-3 WIERD, ODD MOVEMENTS, LOOKS
PYCTBO31 TSIE-1 SAYS WIERD, ODD, STRANGE THINGS
PYCTBO32 TSIM-1 SAYS WIERD, ODD, STRANGE THINGS
PYCTBO33 TSIN-1 SAYS WIERD, ODD, STRANGE THINGS
PYCTBO34 TSI-3 SAYS WIERD, ODD, STRANGE THINGS
PYCTFO11 TSIE-1 FEARS NEW SITUATIONS
PYCTFO12 TSIM-1 FEARS NEW SITUATIONS
PYCTFO13 TSIN-1 FEARS NEW SITUATIONS
PYCTFO14 TSI-3 FEARS NEW SITUATIONS
PYCTFO21 TSIE-1 FEARS PEOPLE!
PYCTFO22 TSIM-1 FEARS PEOPLE
PYCTFO23 TSIN-1 FEARS NEW PEOPLE
PYCTFO24 TSI-3 FEARS PEOPLE
PYCTFO31 TSIE-1 FEARS ALONENESS
PYCTFO32 TSIM-1 FEARS ALONENESS
PYCTFO33 TSIN-1 FEARS ALONENESS
PYCTFO34 TSI-3 FEARS ALONENESS
PYCTSO11 TSIE-1 WORRIES ABOUT ILLNESS AND DEATH
PYCTSO12 TSIM-1 WORRIES ABOUT ILLNESS AND DEATH
PYCTSO13 TSIN-1 WORRIES ABOUT ILLNESS AND DEATH
PYCTSO14 TSI-3 WORRIES ABOUT ILLNESS AND DEATH
PYCTSO21 TSIE-1 LOOKS SAD
PYCTSO22 TSIM-1 LOOKS SAD
PYCTSO23 TSIN-1 LOOKS SAD
PYCTSO24 TSI-3 LOOKS SAD
PYCTSO31 TSIE-1 CRIES FOR UNEXPLAINED REASONS
PYCTSO32 TSIM-1 CRIES FOR UNEXPLAINED REASONS
PYCTSO33 TSIN-1 CRIES FOR UNEXPLAINED REASONS
PYCTSO34 TSI-3 CRIES FOR UNEXPLAINED REASONS
PYCTTO11 TSIE-1 KEEPS ANGER TO HIMSELF
PYCTTO12 TSIM-1 KEEPS ANGER TO HIMSELF
PYCTTO13 TSIN-1 KEEPS ANGER TO HIMSELF
PYCTTO14 TSI-3 KEEPS ANGER TO HIMSELF
PYCTTO21 TSIE-1 LETS SELF BE PUSHED AROUND
PYCTTO22 TSIM-1 LETS SELF BE PUSHED AROUND
PYCTTO23 TSIN-1 LETS SELF BE PUSHED AROUND
PYCTTO24 TSI-3 LETS SELF BE PUSHED AROUND
4) HOW I FEEL - 3rd GRADE

PYCHIQQ4 WAS HIF DONE
PYCHWO14 HIF-3RD SAD
PYCHNO14 HIF-3RD NERVOUS
PYCHSO14 HIF-3RD SHY AND LONELY
PYCHRQ14 HIF-3RD BREAK RULES IN THE CLASSROOM
PYCHMO14 HIF-3RD ACT TOO YOUNG FOR MY AGE
PYCHCO14 HIF-3RD COULD DO MY WORK BETTER AT SCHOOL
PYCHKO14 HIF-3RD GET RESTLESS AT SCHOOL
PYCHGO14 HIF-3RD IN ALL, HOW I FEEL AM DOING IN SCH
PYCHFO14 HIF-3RD HOW I FEEL FORM
PYCHWO24 HIF-3RD CONTROLS:SAD
PYCHNO24 HIF-3RD CONTROLS:NERVOUS
PYCHSO24 HIF-3RD CONTROLS:SHY AND LONELY
PYCHAO24 HIF-3RD CONTROLS: BREAK RULES IN CLASSROOM
PYCHMO24 HIF-3RD CONTROLS: ACT TOO YOUNG FOR MY AGE
PYCHCO24 HIF-3RD CONTROLS: COULD DO MY WORK BETTER AT SCHOOL
PYCHKO24 HIF-3RD CONTROLS: GET RESTLESS AT SCHOOL
PYCHGO24 HIF-3RD CONTROLS: IN ALL, HOW I FEEL AM DOING IN SCH
PYCHFO24 HIF-3RD CONTROLS: HOW I FEEL FORM

5) VISUAL MOTOR INTEGRATION

SFVMIQQ4 VMI: RAW SCORE

6) THIRD-GR DE WMHC TEST SESSION CHARACTERISTICS

SSVQQ064 WMHC 3RDGR: NM DAYS BETWEEN TESTS
SSVQQ044 WMHC 3RDGR: TIMES TESTER TESTED MAT
SSVQQ054 WMHC 3RDGR: TIMES PROCTOR TESTED MAT
SSVQO74 PROCTOR'S RATING OF WMHC TESTING SESSN
SSVQO84 PROCTOR'S RATING OF WMHC TESTING SESSN
SSVQO94 PROCTOR'S RATING OF WMHC TESTING SESSN
SSVQ104 PROCTOR'S RATING OF WMHC TESTING SESSN
SSVQ114 WMHC 3DGR:GOOD TRANSITN TEST TO SUBTEST
SSVQ124 WMHC 3DGR:INSTRUCTION PARAGRAPHS INTACT
SSVQ134 WMHC 3RDGR:ALL TESTS GIVEN
SSVQ144 WMHC 3RDGR:TESTER&PROCTOR WORKD TOGETHR
SSVQ154 WMHC 3RDGR:CHILDREN RESPONDED TO TESTER
SSVQ164 WMHC 3RDGR:TESTER REACTED TO SITUATION
SSVQ174 WMHC 3DGR:OUTSIDE INFLUENCES IN TESTING
SSVQ184 SAME AS 39-49 2ND DAY SESSIONS
SSVQ194 WMHC 3RDGR:RATINGS BY ME&JR,1ST SESSION
SSVQ204 WMHC 3RGGD:TESTER'S RATINGS,1ST SESSION
SSVQ214 WMHC 3RDGR:TCH'S RATINGS,1ST SESSION
SSVQ224 WMHC 3RDGR:RATINGS BY ME&JR,2ND SESSION
SSVQ234 WMHC 3RDGR:TESTER'S RATINGS,2ND SESSION
SSVQ244 WMHC 3RDGR:TCH'S RATINGS,2ND SESSION

7) HOW I FEEL--AGE 16 OR 17 FOLLOW-UP
PYCAO16 HIF:WHEN I GET ANGRY, I STAY ANGRY
PYCAO26 HIF:AM LIKELY TO HIT SOMEON INSULTING ME
PYCAO36 HIF:I YELL AT PEOPLE
PYCAO46 HIF:I FEEL LIKE I'M BOILING INSIDE
PYCAO56 HIF:I LOSE MY TEMPER
PYCAO66 HIF:I FEEL ANGRY
PYCAO76 HIF:I GET INTO FIGHTS
PYCHB016 HIF:I FEEL EMPTY INSIDE
PYCHB026 HIF:I FEEL LIKE I'M IN ANOTHER WORLD
PYCHB036 HIF:HEAR STRANGE THINGS WHEN ALONE
PYCHB046 HIF:SOMETIMES THINK WORLD IS ENDING
PYCHB056 HIF:WIRD,OD,&STRANGE THINGS HAPPN TO ME
PYCHBO66 HIF: SOMTIMS HER SOUNDS, VOICES | OTHRS DONT
PYCHBO76 HIF: FEEL LIKE STRANGER MUCH OF TIME
PYCHDO16 HIF: I FEEL SAD
PYCHDO26 HIF: I CRY AND DON'T KNOW WHY
PYCHDO36 HIF: I FEEL HOPELESS
PYCHDO46 HIF: I FEEL ASHAMED OF MYSELF
PYCHDO56 HIF: I FEEL GUILTY
PYCHDO66 HIF: I DON'T FEEL WORTH MUCH
PYCHDO76 HIF: PEOPLE WOULD BE BETTER OFF W-OUT ME
PYCHGO16 HIF: I HAVE SERIOUS PERSONAL PROBLEMS
PYCHGO26 HIF: THERE ARE TIMES I FEEL BAD INSIDE
PYCHGO36 HIF: I NEED OUTSIDE HELP W MY PROBLEMS
PYCHGO46 HIF: SOMETHING IS WRONG W MY MIND
PYCHGO56 HIF: I FEEL UPSET
PYCHGO66 HIF: I HAVE MANY PERSONAL TROUBLES
PYCHGO76 HIF: SHUD TALK TO DOCTR ABOUT MY PROBLMS
PYCHHO16 HIF: I EXPECT TO BE SUCCESSFUL IN LIFE
PYCHHO26 HIF: I LOOK FORWARD TO BEING AN ADULT
PYCHHO36 HIF: EXPECT TO HAVE GOOD JOBS LATER ON
PYCHHO46 HIF: HOPE TO TEACH, HELP, CARE FOR YOUNG
PYCHHO56 HIF: I MAKE FRIENDS EASILY
PYCHHO16 HIF: I HAVE TOUGH TIME MAKING UP MY MIND
PYCHHO26 HIF: I LIVE BY STRICT RULES AND HABITS
PYCHHO36 HIF: FEEL UPSET IF THINGS NOT NEAT/OORDRL
PYCHHO46 HIF: I FEEL UPSET IF THINGS NOT CERTNWAY
PYCHHO56 HIF: FIND MYSELF DOUBLECHECKING THINGS
PYCHHO66 HIF: HAV UPSETTING THOUGHTS&WONT GO AWAY
PYCHHO76 HIF: KEEP MYSELF CLEANER THAN NEED TO
PYCHXO16 HIF: I FEEL NERVOUS
PYCHXO26 HIF: I FEEL UNDER PRESSURE
PYCHXO36 HIF: I FEEL TENSE
8) MOTHER'S RATINGS OF TEENAGER'S PSYCHOLOGICAL WELL-BEING

PYCPQ015 MI2 R:C HAS FELT NERVOUS: LAST FEW WKS
PYCPQ025 MI2 R:C HAS FELT GOOD PERSON: LAST FEW WKS
PYCPQ035 MI2 R:C HAS FELT TENSE: LAST FEW WEEKS
PYCPQ045 MI2 R:C HAS FELT ANXIOUS: LAST FEW WEEKS
PYCPQ055 MI2 R:C HAS FELT CAPABLE: LAST FEW WEEKS
PYCPQ065 MI2 R:C HAS FELD SAD: LAST FEW WEEKS
PYCPQ075 MI2 R:C HAS FELT SELF-CONFIDENT: LAST FEW WKS
PYCPQ085 MI2 R:C HAS FELT HOPELESS: LAST FEW WEEKS
PYCPQ095 MI2 R:C HAS FELT ASHAMED: LAST FEW WEEKS
PYCPQ105 MI2 R:C HAS FELT BLAMES SELF: LAST FEW WKS
PYCPQ115 MI2 R:C HAS FELT LIKES SELF: LAST FEW WKS
PYCPQ135 MI2 R:C FELT IN ANOTHER WORLD: LAST FEW WKS
PYCPQ145 MI2 R:C HAS FELT STRANGE: LAST FEW WEEKS
PYCPQ155 MI2 R:C HEARD SOUNDS, VOICES, LAST FEW WKS
PYCPQ125 MI2 R:C HAS LOOKED STONY-FACED: LAST FEW WKS

b. MOTHER

1) TENSE

PYNMQ011 MI1 M NERVOUS, TENSE, OR EDGY
PYNMQ015 MI2 R NERVOUS, TENSE, OR EDGE
2) SADNESS
   PYSMQO11 M12 M SAD AND BLUE
   PYSMQO15 M12 R SAD AND BLUE

3) MOTHER'S RATING OF OWN PSYCHOLOGICAL WELL-BEING
   PYCPP015 M12 R HAS FELT NERVOUS, LAST FEW WKS
   PYCPP025 M12 R HAS FELT A GOOD PERSON, LAST FEW WKS
   PYCPP035 M12 R HAS FELT TENSE, LAST FEW WKS
   PYCPP045 M12 R HAS FELT ANXIOUS, LAST FEW WKS
   PYCPP055 M12 R HAS FELT CAPABLE, LAST FEW WKS
   PYCPP065 M12 R HAS FELT SAD, LAST FEW WKS
   PYCPP075 M12 R HAS FELT SELF-CONFIDENT, LAST FEW WKS
   PYCPP085 M12 R HAS FELT HOPELESS, LAST FEW WKS
   PYCPP095 M12 R HAS FELT ASHAMED, LAST FEW WKS
   PYCPP105 M12 R HAS FELT "BLAME YOURSELF", LAST FEW WKS
   PYCPP115 M12 R HAS FELT "LIKE YOURSELF", LAST FEW WKS
   PYCPP125 M12 R HAS FELT STONY-FACED, LAST FEW WKS
   PYCPP135 M12 R HAS FELT IN ANOTHER WORLD, LAST FEW WKS
   PYCPP145 M12 R HAS FELT STRANGE, LAST FEW WKS
   PYCPP155 M12 R HAS HEARD VOICES, SOUNDS, LAST FEW WKS

C. OTHER ADULT
   1) TENSE
      PYNBR011 M11 BROTHER SOMETIMES NERVOUS, TENSE, EDGY
      PYNFO011 M11 FATHER NERVOUS, TENSE, EDGY
      PYNGFO11 M11 GRANDFATHER AT TIMES NERVOUS, TENSE, EDGY
      PYNGM011 M11 GRANDMOTHER AT TIMES NERVOUS, TENSE, EDGY
      PYNN0011 M11 NOBODY IN HOME IS NERVOUS, TENSE, EDGY
      PYNNR011 M11 NON-RELAT SOMETIMES NERVOUS, TENSE, EDGY
      PYNRLO11 M11 OTHER RELAT AT TIMES NERVOUS, TENSE, EDGY
      PYNSF011 M11 STEPFATHER SOMETIMES NERVOUS, TENSE, EDGY
      PYNSS011 M11 SISTER SOMETIMES NERVOUS, TENSE, EDGY
      PYNFQO15 M12 HUSB, O-A NERVOUS, TENSE, ON EDGE
2) SADNESS
    PYSBRO11 MI1 BROTHER SOMETIMES SAD AND BLUE
    PYSFQO11 MI1 FATHER SAD AND BLUE
    PYSGM011 MI1 GRANDMOTHER SOMETIMES SAD AND BLUE
    PYSMFO11 MI1 GRANDFATHER SOMETIMES SAD AND BLUE
    PYSNDO11 MI1 NOBODY IN HOME SAD AND BLUE
    PYSNRO11 MI1 NON-RELAT SOMETIMES SAD AND BLUE
    PYSRLO11 MI1 OTHER RELAT SOMETIMES SAD AND BLUE
    PYSSF011 MI1 STEPFATHER SOMETIMES SAD AND BLUE
    PYSNRO11 MI1 SISTER SOMETIMES SAD AND BLUE
    PYSFQO15 MI2 HUSB,0-A SAD AND BLUE

2. SELF-ESTEEM (CHILD,MOTHER)
   a. TOTAL
   b. GLOBAL
      PECHGO16 HIF: I FEEL STRONG AND HEALTHY
      PECHGO26 HIF: I LIKE BEING THE WAY I AM
      PECHGO36 HIF: I'M GOOD AT WHAT I DO
      PECHGO46 HIF: FACED W PROBLM, I CAN WORK IT OUT
      PECHGO56 HIF: WHEN PROBLEMS ARISE I CAN WORK IT OUT
      PECHGO66 HIF: WHEN FAIL AT SOMTHING, I TRY AGAIN
      PECHGO76 HIF: I AM A WORTHWHILE PERSON
   c. PLAY
      PECHPO16 HIF: I ENJOY MYSELF MUCH OF THE TIME
      PECHPO26 HIF: I HAVE MANY HOBBIES
      PECHPO36 HIF: I HAVE A SENSE OF HUMOR
      PECHPO46 HIF: LIKE TO DO THINGS I HAVNT DON BEFOR
      PECHPO56 HIF: I ENJOY PARTIES I GO TO
      PECHPO66 HIF: HAVING FUN IS IMPORTANT TO ME
      PECHPO76 HIF: ITS EASY TO RELAX & ENJOY MYSELF
   d. HOPE
      PECHHO16 HIF: I HAVE FAITH IN MYSELF & OTHER PEOPLE
PECHHO26 HIF: BELIEV THINGS USULY TURNOUT FORBEST
PECHHO36 HIF: BELIEVE PEOPLE WILL DO RIGHT THING

e. LOVE
PECHLO16 HIF: I ENJOY BEING WITH MEMBERS OF FAMILY
PECHLO26 HIF: I AM A WARM AND FRIENDLY PERSON
PECHLO36 HIF: I ENJOY BEING WITH KIDS MY AGE
PECHLO46 HIF: IMPORTANT TO HAVE CLOSE FRIENDS TO CONFIDE
PECHLO56 HIF: PEOPLE THINK ME UNDERSTANDING & SYMPATHET
PECHLO66 HIF: LIKE TO SHARE FEELINGS WITH OTHERS

f. WORK
PECHWO16 HIF: DOING WELL IN SCH IS IMPORTANT TO ME
PECHWO26 HIF: I ENJOY SOLVING DIFFICULT PROBLEMS
PECHWO36 HIF: KNOW TO GET ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS IN SCH
PECHWO46 HIF: I WORK WELL UNDER PRESSURE
PECHWO56 HIF: I AM A TALENTED PERSON
PECHWO66 HIF: ALWAYS CAN BE COUNTED ON: DO GOOD JOB
PECHWO76 HIF: LIKE TO DO BEST WORK I CAN

3. BODY SATISFACTION (CHILD)
PBOQQ016 HIF: SATISFACTION WITH HEIGHT
PBOQQ026 HIF: SATISFACTION WITH WEIGHT
PBOQQ036 HIF: SATISFACTION WITH FACIAL LOOKS
PBOQQ046 HIF: SATISFACTION WITH COMPLEXION
PBOQQ056 HIF: SATISFACTION WITH CHEST
PBOQQ066 HIF: SATISFACTION WITH STOMACH
PBOQQ076 HIF: SATISFACTION WITH HIPS
PBOQQ086 HIF: SATISFACTION WITH SEAT
PBOQQ096 HIF: SATISFACTION WITH SEX ORGANS
PBOQQ106 HIF: SATISFACTION WITH OVERALL BODY APPEARANCE

4. SELF-PERCEPTION OF SAS (CHILD)
PSNQQ016 HIF: HOW TEACHERS THINK YOU'RE DOING IN SCH
PSNQQ026 HIF: HOW PARENTS THINK YOU'RE DOING AT HOME
PSNQQ036 HOW WELL-LIKED BY YOUR FRIENDS
PSNQQ046 HIF: HOW WEEL LIKED ARE BY OPPOSIT SEX

5. SATISFACTION WITH SAS (CHILD)
   PSTQQ016 HIF: SATISFACTN W TCH'S OPINION
   PSTQQ026 HIF: SATISFACTN W PARENT'S OPINION
   PSTQQ036 HIF: SATISFACTN W HOW FRIENDS LIKE YOU
   PSTQQ046 HIF: SATISFACTN W HOW OPPOSIT SEX LIKES YOU

6. SENSE OF POTENCY- INCLUDES INTERNALITY- (MOTHER, CHILD)
   PPMQQ011 MI1 M FEELS NOT KIND OF M SHE OUGHT TO BE
   PPMQQ021 MI1 HOW OFTEN M FEELS NOT RIGHT KIND OF M
   PPMQQ031 MI1 HOW MUCH NEGRO MOTHER CAN HELP CHILD
   FPVSS005 MI2 MOTHER LIKE R CAN HELP C TO LIVE
   FIAEQ061 MI1 R'S IMPORTANCE IN C'S EDUCATION

a. NOWICKI STRICKLAND LOCUS OF CONTROL (CHILD)
   PPNQQ016 WH: PROBLMS SOLVE SELVES IF DONT FOOL W
   PPNQQ026 WH: BLAMED OFTN FOR THINGS NOT YOURFAULT
   PPNQQ036 WH: DOESNT PAY TO TRY HARD: NEVR TURNSOUT
   PPNQQ046 WH: PARENTS LISTEN MOST TIME TO CHILDREN
   PPNQQ056 WH: GET PUNISHED & USUALLY NO GOOD REASON
   PPNQQ066 WH: MOST TIME HARD TO CHANGE FRIENDS MIND
   PPNQQ076 WH: NEAR IMPOSSIBL TO CHANGE PARENTS MIND
   PPNQQ086 WH: CAN DO LITTLE: MAKESOMTHING DIDWRNG RIGT
   PPNQQ096 WH: MOST KIDS BORN GOOD AT SPORTS
   PPNQQ106 WH: NO THINK RE PROBLM: GOOD WAY HANDL IT
   PPNQQ116 WH: CANT STOP KID OF AGE FROM HITTING YU
   PPNQQ126 WH: WHEN PEPL MEAN TO YOU: FOR NO REASON
   PPNQQ136 WH: BAD THINGS HAPEN NOMATIR TRY TO STOP
   PPNQQ146 WH: MOSTTIME USELES TRYGET OWNWAY AT HOM
   PPNQQ156 WH: CANT CHANGE SOMON OF AGE FROM ENEMY
   PPNQQ166 WH: LITTLE TO SAY ABOUT WHAT EAT AT HOME
   PPNQQ176 WH: LITTLE CAN DO WHEN SOMON DOESNT LIKE
b. COLEMAN LOCUS OF CONTROL (MOTHER)
   FPVVLO15 MI2 GET STOPPED WHNEVER TRY TO GET AHEAD
   FPVVLO25 MI2 PEOL LIK ME:NOTMUCH CHANC TOBE SUCESFL
   FPVVLO35 MI2 THE TOUGHER THE JOB,THE HARDER I WORK
   FPVVLO45 MI2 GOODLUCK MOR IMPORT THN HARDWORK:SUCESS
   FPVVLO55 MI2 A PERSON'S NOT SUCESS IS OWN FAULT
   FPVVLO65 MI2 CONDITN-ACCEPTORS HAPPIER THAN CHANGERS
   FPVVLO75 MI2 WOULD MAKE ANY SACRIFICE TO GET AHEAD
   FPVVLO85 MI2 CHILDREN'S TURN-OUT DEPND ON THER NATUR

   c. KELLAM LOCUS OF CONTROL (CHILD, MOTHER)
   PPKQO16 WH: GOD HAS TO DO W HOW YOURE DOING
   PPKQO26 WH: LUCK HAS TO DO W HOW YOURE DOING
   PPKQO36 WH: WAY SOCIETY IS AFFECTS HOW DOING
   PPKQO46 WH: WAY YOUR TCHS ARE AFFECTS HOW DOING
   PPKQO56 WH: WAY YOUR PARENTS ARE AFFECTS HOW DOING
   PPKQO66 WH: WAY YOUR FRENDS ARE AFFECTS HOW DOING
   PPKQO76 WH: WAY YOU, YOURSELF ARE AFFECTS HOW DOING

C. PHYSICAL HEALTH

1. CHILD'S BIRTH

   a. PRENATAL
      HBSQO21 MI1 M'S HEALTH WHEN PREGNANT W C
      HBSQO31 MI1 CHECKUPS W DOCTOR WHEN PREGNANT W C
      HBSQO41 MI1 VAGINAL BLEEDING WHEN PREGNANT W C
      HBSQO51 MI1 SWOLLEN HANDS & FEET WHEN PREGNANT W C
      HBSQO61 MI1 GAINED MORE THAN 24 LBS WHEN PREGNT W C
      EBMDQO21 MI1 M'S HEALTH WHEN PREGNANT W C
      EBMDQO31 MI1 CHECKUPS W DOCTOR WHEN PREGNANT W C
      EBMDQO41 MI1 VAGINAL BLEEDING WHEN PREGNANT W C
EBMQQ61 MI1 SWOLLEN HANDS & FEET WHEN PREGNANT W C
EBMQQ61 MI1 GAINED MORE THAN 24 LBS WHEN PREGNT W C

b. POSTNATAL

HBQIQ071 MI1 TRBL GETTING C TO CRY AT BIRTH
HBQIQ081 MI1 TRBL GETTING C AS BABY TO SUCK
HWQIQ001 MI1 C'S WEIGHT AT BIRTH
EBMQQ071 MI1 TRBL GETTING C TO CRY AT BIRTH
EBMQQ081 MI1 TRBL GETTING C AS BABY TO SUCK

2. BIRTH TO FIRST-GRADE

a. CHILD

1) HEALTH

EHHCQ011 MI1 C HAS STAYED AT HOSPITAL OVERNIGHT
EHHCQQ21 MI1 NM TIMES C HAS STAYED HOSPITAL OVERNIGHT
EHHCQ031 MI1 C STAYED HOSPITAL OVERNIGHT FOR ILLNESS
EHHCQ041 MI1 C STAYED HOSPITAL OVERNIGHT FOR ACCIDENT
EHHCQ051 MI1 C HAS CHRONIC ILLNESS

2) NUTRITION

HNQIQ021 MI1 C'S SCH MORN BRKFAST: TOAST, CEREAL, GRITS
HNQIQ031 MI1 C'S SCH MORN BRKFAST: MILK, JUICE, FRUIT
HNQIQ041 MI1 C'S BREAKFAST SCH MORN: UNUSUAL SOLID
HNQIQ051 MI1 C'S BREAKFAST SCH MORN: UNUSUAL LIQUID
HNQIQ061 MI1 C'S BREAKFAST SCH MORN: NOTHING

b. OTHERS IN HOUSEHOLD

EHHPQ01 MI1 LAST YR: BROTHER SICK FOR WK OR HOSPITAL
EHHPQ02 MI1 LAST YR: FATHER SICK FOR WEEK OR HOSPITAL
EHHPQ03 MI1 LAST YR: GRANDFATHER SICK FOR WK OR HOSPITAL
EHHPQ04 MI1 LAST YR: GRANDM SICK FOR WEEK OR HOSPITAL
EHHPQ05 MI1 LAST YR: M SICK FOR WEEK OR HOSPITALIZED
EHHPQ06 MI1 LAST YR: NON-RELAT SICK FOR WK OR HOSPITAL
EHHPQ07 MI1 LAST YR: SOMEONE SICK FOR WEEK OR HOSPITAL
EHHPQ08 MI1 LAST YR: OTHER RELAT SICK FOR WK OR HOSPITAL
1. SICK FOR WEEK OR HOSPITAL
2. GRANDFAMILY HAS CHRONIC ILLNESS
3. MOTHER HAS CHRONIC ILLNESS
4. NON-RELAT IN HOME HAS CHRONIC ILLNESS
5. SOMEONE AT HOME HAS CHRONIC ILLNESS
6. OTHER RELAT IN HOME HAS CHRONIC ILLNESS
7. STEPFAATHER HAS CHRONIC ILLNESS
8. STEPMOTHER HAS CHRONIC ILLNESS
9. SISTER HAS CHRONIC ILLNESS

3. FIRST-GRADE TO AGE 16 OR 17

a. CHILD

HHCQQ016 WH:67-75 MI2 NM TIMES C HOSPITALIZD:ACCIDNT
HHCQQ026 WH:67-75 MI2 NM TIMES HOSPITAL:ILL,OPERATN
HHCQQ036 WH:67-75 MI2 TOTAL NM DAYS C IN HOSPITAL
EFHICO15 MI2 HOW HEALTHY C HAS BEEN SINCE 1ST GR
EFHICO25 MI2 WHAT WRONG IF C NOT HEALTHY SINCE 1STGR
CBQQQ025 MI2 C HAS BEEN TO WOODLWN CHILDD,HEALTH CNTR

b. OTHERS IN HOUSEHOLD

EFHIMO15 MI2 HOW HEALTHY R SINCE C IN 1STGR
EFHIMO25 MI2 R NO HELTHY SINCE C IN 1STGR:WHAT WRONG
EFHIMO35 MI2 67-75 PHYSICAL HEALTH IMPROVED
EFHIMO45 MI2 67-75 SERIOUS PHYSICAL ILLNESS,INJURY
EFHIMO55 MI2 67-75 COULDN'T GET TREATD:ILLNESS,INJURY
EFHIMO65 MI2 67-75 BEGAN TREATMT:MENTL,NERVS,EMOTNL
EFQQQ015 MI2 67-75 ANYTHING ELSE
EFQQQ025 MI2 67-75 ANYTHING ELSE
EFHCF315 MI2 HOW HEALTHY H SINCE C IN 1STGR
EFHICO45 M12 H NO HELTHY SINCE C IN 1STGR:WHAT WRONG

4. AGE 16 OR 17 (CHILD)
   a. HEIGHT
      HWC006 W: C'S HEIGHT
   b. WEIGHT
      HW0026 W: C'S WEIGHT
   c. MENSTRUATION
      HMC006 W: GIRL'S AGE AT FIRST MONTHLY PERIOD
   d. GLOBAL
      HC006 W: HOW MUCH C'S HEALTH LIMITS ACTIVITIES
      HGC006 W: C HAS FELT HOW HEALTHY: LAST FEW WKS
      HGC0026 W: C HAS BEEN HOW HEALTHY SINCE 1STGR
      HGC036 W: C COMPARES HEALTH TO OTHERS SAME AGE
      HHHC046 W: LAST MN MN DAYS ABSENT FROM SCH:SICK
      HHC056 W: LAST YR MN DAYS ABSENT FROM SCH:SICK

V. TREATMENT AND HELPSEEKING
   A. FIRST-GRADE INTERVENTION
      TIN003 M11 INTERVENTION SCHOOL:MID--END 1STGR:CODE
      TIQQ11 M11 INTERVENTION--EARLY 1ST GR
      TRQQ21 M11 INTERVENTION--MIDDLE OF 1ST GR
      TIQO31 M11 INTERVENTION--END OF 1ST GR
   B. AT SCHOOL
      1. PARENT-SCHOOL INTERACTION (MOTHER) EDUCATION
         FIA0051 M11 DOES R KNOW NAME OF C'S TCH
         FIA011 M11 HAS R VISITED SCH BECAUSE OF C
         FIA021 M11 ASKED TO & VISITED SCH FOR PROBLEM W C
         FIA031 M11 ASKED TO & ATTENDED MEETING AT SCH RE C
         FIA041 M11 VISITED SCH RE C WITHOUT BEING ASKED
         FIA071 M11 SCH THINKS R IMPORTANT IN C'S EDUCATION
         FIA081 M11 R WOULD FEEL WELCOME VISITING C'S TCH
         FIA091 M11 R THINKS C'S SCH WAS INTERVENTION SCH
FIAEQ101 MI1 R ATTENDED INTERVENTION MEETINGS
FIAEQ111 MI1 VALUE FOR R OF ATTENDING INTERVENTION
FIAEQ121 MI1 ATTENDED PARENT-TCH-WMHC DOCTR MEETINGS
FIAEQ131 MI1 VALUE OF PARNT-TCH-WMHC DOCTR MEETINGS
FIAEQ141 MI1 C INVITED R TO PARENT-TCH-WMHC DOCTOR
FIAEQ151 MI1 C WROTE R NOTE FOR PARENT-TCH-WMHC
FIAEQ161 MI1 SCH WROTE R NOTE FOR PARENT-TCH-WMHC
FIAEQ171 MI1 OTHER PARENT ASKD R TO PARNT-TCH-WMHC
FIAEQ181 MI1 R ASKED OTHERWISE TO PARENT-TCH-WMHC
FIAEQ191 MI1 MOST CONVINCING INVITE TO PARNT-TCH-WMHC
FIAEQ201 MI1 HOW WELCOME WOULD FEEL VISITING C'S TCH

2. HELP FROM SCHOOL
EFPBCC035 MI2 67-75:AGE C:SCH COUNSELOR FOR BEHAV PRB
EFPBCC055 MI2 67-75:AGE C:SPECIAL CLASS,SCH:BEHAV PRB
EFPDC035 MI2 67-75:AGE C TO SCH COUNSLR FOR DRUG PRB
EFPDC055 MI2 67-75:AGE C TO SPECL CLASS,SCH:DRUG PRB
EFPDC035 MI2 67-75:AGE C TO SCH COUNSLR:EMOTINL PRBL
EFPDC055 MI2 67-75:AGE C:SPECL CLASS,SCH:EMOTINL PRB
EFPDC035 MI2 67-75:AGE C:SCH COUNSELOR:LEARN PRBL
EFPDC055 MI2 67-75:AGE C:SPECIAL CLASS,SCH:LEARN PRB
EFPDC035 MI2 67-75:YR R HELPED BY SCHOOL COUNSELOR
EFPDC055 MI2 67-75:YR R HELPED BY SPECIAL CLASSRM,SCH

C. OTHER AGENCIES
EFPBCC015 MI2 67-75:C HELPED FOR BEHAVIORAL PROBLEM
EFPBCC025 MI2 67-75:AGE C:MENTL HELTH AGENC:BEHAV PRB
EFPBCC045 MI2 67-75:AGE C TO POLICE FOR BEHAVIOR PRB
EFPBCC065 MI2 67-75:AGE C:OTHER FOR BEHAVIOR PROBLEMS
EFPDC015 MI2 67-75:C HELPED FOR DRUG PROBLEMS
EFPDC025 MI2 67-75:AGE C:MENTL HELTH AGENC:DRUG PRBL
EFPDC045 MI2 67-75:AGE C TO POLICE FOR DRUG PROBLEMS
EFPDC065 MI2 67-75:AGE C TO OTHER FOR DRUG PROBLEMS
EFPECO15 MI2 67-75: AGE C HELP D FOR EMOTIONAL PRBLM
EFPECO25 MI2 67-75: AGE C: MENTL HELTH AGENC: EMOTIONAL
EFPECO45 MI2 67-75: AGE C TO POLICE: EMOTIONAL PRBLM
EFPECO65 MI2 67-75: AGE C TO OTHER: EMOTIONAL PROBLEM
EFPLC015 MI2 67-75: C HELPED FOR LEARNING PROBLEMS
EFPLC025 MI2 67-75: AGE C: MENTL HELTH AGENC: LEARN PRB
EFPLC045 MI2 67-75: AGE C: POLICE FOR LEARNING PROBLMS
EFPLC065 MI2 67-75: AGE C TO OTHER FOR LEARNING PROBL
EFPMQ015 MI2 67-75: R HELPED: EMOT, BEHAV, LEARN, DRUG PRB
EFPMQ025 MI2 67-75: YR R HELPD BY MENTL HEALTH AGENCY
EFPMQ045 MI2 67-75: YR R HELPED FOR PRB BY POLICE
EFPMQ065 MI2 67:75: YR R HELPD BY OTHER FOR PROBLEM
CONTACT5 MI2 R WOULD LIKE TREATMENT CONTACT

D. MEASURES FOR SOUTH SIDE YOUTH PROGRAM
CONTACT6 SOUTHSIDE YOUTH PROGRM CONTACT WANTED

VI. INTERVIEWER'S AND ASSESSOR'S OBSERVATIONS

A. OF RESPONDENT

IOPCQ001 MI1 R'S RACE
IOPCQ011 MI1 INTERVIEWER THINKS R: WARM--COLD TO C
IOPCQ021 MI1 INTERVIEWER THINKS R: LOUD--QUIET TO C
IOPCQ031 MI1 INTERVIEWER THINKS R: GOOD--BAD TO C
IOPCQ041 MI1 INTERVIEWER THINKS R: STRICT--PRMISIV TO C
IOPCQ051 MI1 INTERVIEWER THINKS R: DUMB--SMART
IOPCQ061 MI1 INTERVIEWER THINKS R: FRIENDLY--HOSTILE
IOPCQ071 MI1 INTERVIEWER THINKS R: SLOW--QUICK
IOPCQ081 MI1 INTERVIEWER THINKS R: SILENT--TALKATIVE
IOPCQ091 MI2 INTERVIEWER SAW M & C INTERACT
IOPCQ101 MI2 WORD PRS: R TO C: WARM--COLD
IOPCQ111 MI2 WORD PRS: R TO C: STRICT--PERMISSIVE
IOPCQ121 MI2 WORD PRS: R TO C: CAPABLE--INCAPABLE
IOPCQ131 MI2 WORD PRS: R TO C: IN CONTROL--NOT IN CONT
B. OF RESPONDENT'S HOME

IDHQQ011 MI1 INTERVIEWER THINKS R'S HOUSE:NEAT--DISORD
IDHQQ021 MI1 INTERVIEWER THINKS R'S HOUSE:DIRTY--CLEAN
IDHQQ031 MI1 INTERVIEWER THINKS R'S HOUSE:RICH--POOR
IDHQQ041 MI1 INTERVIEWER THINKS R'S HOME:RELAXED--TENSE
IDCQQQ05 MI2 ESTIMAT:RACIAL MAKEUP OF BLOCK OF HOME
IDHQQ075 MI2 TYPE OF STRUCTURE OF HOME
IDHQQ085 MI2 HOME IS PUBLIC HOUSING
IDHQQ095 MI2 CONDITION OF STRUCTURE OF HOME
IDHQQ105 MI2 CONDITION OF INTERIOR OF HOME
IDHQQ115 MI2 HOME STRUCTURE:LOCATION IN BLOCK
IDHQQ015 MI2 WORD PAIRS:R'S HOME:NEAT--DISORDERLY
IDHQQ025 MI2 WORD PAIRS:R'S HOME:DIRTY--NEAT
IDHQQ045 MI2 WORD PAIRS:R'S HOME:PEACEFUL--HECTIC
IDHQQ055 MI2 WORD PAIRS:R'S HOME:COMFORTABLE--UNCOMFORTABLE
IDHQQ065 MI2 WORD PAIRS:R'S HOME DECORATED/BARRANGED

C. OF INTERVIEW

IDDQQQ01 MI1 DATE OF MI1
FDAMQ025 MI2 RESPONDENT IN HOUSEHOLD
IODQQ100 MI2 OTHERS THAN R PRESENT DURING INTERVIEW
IDDQQQ25 MI2 PRESENCE OF OTHER INTERFERED W INTERVIEW
CLOSING R's QUESTIONS AT END OF MI2
CONVERS R WOULD LIKE C TO BE INTERVIEWED